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CHAPTER I

1.Introduction

1.1Background of the Study

Finance is an art and the science of managing money, affects the lives of every

person and every organization. Finance is concerned with the process, institutions,

market and instruction involved in the transfer of money among and between

individuals. Business and governments. Previously finance was limited for

pronouncement of long term fund. The traditional concept of finance is changed

due to industrialization, technological innovations and intense competition. While

the specifics vary among organizations, the key finance functions are the

investment, financing and dividend decision for an organization. Funds are raised

form external financial sources and allocated for different uses.
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"Financial Analysis is the process of identifying the financial strength and

weakness of the firm by properly establishing relationship between the items of

the balance sheet and the profit and loss account". Quality governance is

impossible without effective analysis and evaluation of financial information.

In financial analysis, a ratio is used as an index or yard sticks for evaluating the

financial position and performance of a firm. Analysis and interpretation of

various ratios should give an experience and skilled analyst a better understanding

of financial condition and performance of a firm than he would obtain from

analysis of the financial data alone. So, financial analysis depends to a very large

extent on the use of ratio through other equally important tools of such analysis.

Traditional financial ratio analysis has focused on the numbers. The value of this

approach is that quantitative relation can be used to diagnose strength and

weakness in the firm's performance. It provides a framework for financial planning

and control. After identifying so much scopes and importance of financial

analysis, my research works also focus on the financial performance of

commercial bank, which mainly focus on the performance of NABIL.

In Nepal first financial institution was introduced with the establishment of Nepal

Bank Ltd. in 1937 A.D. After establishment of Nepal Bank Ltd. the Government

invested bank like central bank of Nepal NRB, RBB, ADB/N were established.

But the new modern banking system and financial scenario has gradually changed

after establishment of first private sector joint-venture bank, NABIL bank Ltd in

1984. Banking has played the most important role in economic has undergone

through significant change since liberalization.

Free market operation in the area of interest rate, foreign exchange rate and

diversified banking products which are latest development in the banking sector.
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Through banking system in Nepal is not so multifaceted when compared to that of

developed countries; it has definitely grown to become more complex in recent

years.

The development of any country can not be imagined without economic activities.

The development of the banking system is one of the grounds of economic

development. So, to solve problems relating to economic development,

development of banking system is necessary. Even in ancient time it necessity was

realized but today it is considered to be much more necessary.

Security market is considered quite important in each country's economy because

this market provides a different platform for the investors as well as other

interested parties to deal with securities as well as to make the investment of their

fund. So , for the purpose of the study, it is tried to do the analysis of the return

and market index of the Nepalese securities market, especially, Nepalese stock

market. And Nabil Bank limited has been selected or its stock's market

performance has been analyzed here from different aspects.

This project work or this study is about the stock price behavior of a selected

company (Nabil Bank Limited)  as well  as about to disclose other various other

aspects relates with that particular stock and overall security or stock market. This

project work aims to know about the actual market performance of the stock as

well as reaching at the conclusion from the analysis so that appropriate investment

decision regarding the stock can be made.

1.2 Nepalese Economy

Nepal is the one of the least and poorest countries in the world with nearly half of

its population living below the poverty line and having per capital income $220.

Agriculture is the main source of economy, providing the livelihood for over 80%
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of the population and accounting for the 41% of GDP. Various factors contributed

to the economic underdevelopment of Nepal, including terrain, lack of resource

endowment, landlocked position, lack of institutions for modernization, weak

infrastructure, and a lack of policies conducive to development.

Nepal's geographical position and the scarcity of natural resources used in the

production of industrial. Trade and transit rights affected the movement of goods

and increased transportation costs, although Nepal also engaged in unrecorded

border trade. Economic growth declined as imported raw materials for export

industries was disrupted.

Capital formation is one of the important factors in economic development. The

capital formation leads to increase in the size of national output, income and

employment, solving the problems of inflation and balance of payment of making

the economy free from the burden of foreign debs. Domestic capital formation

helps in making as country self-sustainable. According to classical economists, of

the main factors, which helped cap ital formation, was the accumulation of capital

formation indeed plays a decisive   role in determining the level and growth of

national income hence economic development.

Nepal performance of external sector of the economy was mixed. Trade deficit

expanded for there because if increase in total imports at a rate higher than that

exports. Despite an increase in trade deficit, improvement in service receipts and

current transferred to an increase in current account surplus. Consequently the

overall balance of payment (BOP) position remained in large surplus.

Nepal has adopted mixed and liberal economic policy with the implicit objective

to help the state and the private sector. Especially after restoration of the

Democracy, the concept of the liberalization policies has been incorporated as

directive principal and state policies. This liberalization has helped in establishing
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many companies, banks, finance companies and manufacturing industries. Thus

these establishments help the country for its development. Stock market activities

increase significantly min terms of number of transactions, total amount listed

shares and total market capitalization.

1.3 Subject Matter

Generally, risk and return analysis is concerned to identify the sustainable position

of financial sector. Risk and return is the basic concept in the corporate finance

and it guides the other modern theories and principal as well as it assists in taking

various financial and qualitative financial decisions. The relationship between risk

and return can be defined by the investors’ perception about risk and the demand

for compensation. No investor will take any investment position in risky assets

unless they are convinced of adequate compensation for the percept risks. In fact,

there is positive relation between risk and return. Risk has been defined as the

chance that the actual return deviation from the expected returns and risk is the

percept fact of life that is the product of uncertainty and it magnitude depend upon

the degree of variability in future’s uncertain cash flows. Risk and return is an

indication of opportunity of losing investment value. It is insensible to talk about

returns without talking about risks because investment decision involves the trade

off between risk and return and the trade off between these two variables is

positive. There is positive relation between risk and return. Thus an investor, in

general, can attain more return through the selection of dominating assets that

involves high risks .Risk in a stock reflects the uncertainty about the future return

i.e., actual return may be less than the expected return. The main source of

uncertainty about future return is that, the price at which the stock can be affected

by economics factors such as interest rates, economic growths, inflation liquidity,

marketability, financial performance and strength of the dollar. The risk of stock

can be measured by the price volatility.
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One of the main sectors of financial market is capital market where stocks and

bonds are traded. Among all, stock market is seemed to very active market and

basically concerned to maximize the wealth of stockholders. It plays vital role in

economy. Financial market is the mechanism designed to facilitate the exchange

of security by bringing buyer and seller in the trading floor. It allows supplier and

demanders of funds to make transaction. Capital market is important intermediary

through the networks of funds within the economy can be made active. In general,

capital market refers to the market where various long-term securities are issued

and traded for the tradeoff between liquidity position risk of their prospective

portfolio in the response to availability of information and marketability of

securities and its prices. If the capital market is efficient, the current stock price

fully reflects available information but full efficient market is very difficult to

meet in the real corporate world. So, investor should learn fully and carefully as

possible as about actual investment world. Political, legal, economical, social, and

technological factors affect the capital market. All financial institutions are also

affected by capital market.

Security board and Nepal stock exchange are the main bodies to make the stock

market as competent and efficient as possible. Actual efforts have been made to

develop the Nepalese stock market with the formulation of securities transactions

act in 1983, which was subject to frequent amendments.

“NEPSE is the only exchange in the country, owned by the government (52.55%)

Nepal Rastra Bank (37.72%) Nepal Industrial Development Corporation (7.04%)

and security Business person (0.69%)”. [SEBO; 2001 (2057/58):4] The concept of

banking system was introduced in Nepal with the establishment of Nepal Bank Ltd

in 1973. The financial infrastructure was changed with the Introduction of joint

ventures banks in 1984. The domestic banks of Nepal, Nepal Bank Ltd, Nepal

Rastriya Banijya Bank was no longer able to enjoy the monopoly. The number of
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commercial banks has been increasing so is the investment volume and

opportunities in the various sectors that extends to agriculture, industry,

Commercial and social sectors.

1.4 Banking Development history in Nepal:

Like other countries, landlords, moneylenders, merchant, goldsmith etc are the

ancient bankers in Nepal. Through establishment of banking industry was recent

some crude banking operations were practice even in ancient time. In the Nepalese

chronicle, it was recorded that the new era known as Nepal sambat was introduced

by shankerdhar, a sudra merchant of kantipur in 880 A.D.  after having paid all the

outstanding debts in country. This shows the basic of money lending practice in

ancient Nepal. The establishment of "Tejarath Adda" during the year 1877 AD

was the first step in institutional development of banking sector in Nepal. Tejarath

Adda didn't collect deposit from public but grated loans to public against the

collateral of bullions. Consequently the major parts of the country remain

untouched from these limited banking activities. The development of trade with

India and other countries increase the necessity of the institutional banker, which

can act more widely to enhance the trade and commerce and touch the remote non

banking sector in the economy. Reviewing this situation, the "udhyoug Prasad"

was constituted in 1936 AD. One year  after its formulation, it was formulated the

"company Act" and "Nepal Bank Act'" in 1937 Ad. Nepal bank limited was

established under Nepal Bank Act in 1937 AD as a first commercial bank of Nepal

with 10 million authorized capital. Being commercial bank. it was natural that

Nepal Bank Limited paid more attention to profit generating business. But. it is

onus of government to look into neglected sector too.

Having felt need of development of banking sector and to help the government

formulate monitory policies, Nepal Rastra Bank was set up in 1956 AD(2013-01-

14BS) as a central under Nepal Rastra Bank Act 1956AD(2012 BS) . Since then it
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has been functioning as the government's bank and has contributed to the growth

of financial sector.

Being as central bank, NRB had its own limitation and reluctance of NBL to go to

the un - profitable sectors was not illogical. To cope with these difficulties,

government set up Rastriya Bank in 1966 Add (2022-10-10) as a fully government

owned commercial bank. With the emergence of RBB, banking service spread to

both urban and rural areas but customers failed to have taste of quality,

competitive service because of excessive political and bureaucratic interference.

For industrial development, Industrial development Center was set up in 1956

AD(2013 BS) which was converted to Nepal Industrial development

Corporation(NIDC) in 1959 AD(2016 BS ). Similarly, Agriculture Development

Bank was established in 1976AD (2024-10-07 BS) with an objective to provide

agriculture products so that agriculture productivity could be enhanced through

introduction of modern agriculture techniques.

After the restoration of democracy in Nepal, the government took the liberal

policy in banking sector. As an open policy of Nepal Government to get

permission to invest banking sector from private and foreign investor under

commercial bank act 1974 AD (2013 BS ) , different private banks are getting

permission to establish with joint venture of other countries. According to

Commercial Bank Act 1957 AD(2013 BS). it defined "Commercial Bank is one

which exchange money, deposits money, accepts deposits, grants loans and

performs. A commercial banking function which is not a bank meant for co-

operative, agriculture, industries or such specific purpose".

Requirement of economic liberalization is the greater role assigned to private

sector in economic activities. Until 1984, there were only two governments owned

commercial banks in operation, but after initiation of liberal economic policies, a
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provision was made for the establishment of commercial banks in foreign

collaboration. As a result, Nepal Arab Bank Limited (NABIL Bank) was

established in 1984 as the first joint venture bank.

At present, there are altogether 17 commercial banks, 58 finance companies, 14

development banks and 11 rural development banks.

1.5 INTRODUCTION OF NABIL BANK:

Nabil bank limited commenced its operation on 12th July 1984 as the first joint

venture bank in Nepal. Dubai bank limited, Dubai (later acquired by Emirates

Bank International limited, Dubai) was the first joint venture partner of Nabil.

Currently, NB (international) Limited, Ireland is the foreign partner. Nabil bank

Limited had the official name Nepal Arab Bank Limited till 31st December 2001.

The bank was listed in NEPSE in the year 1985 A.D. The paid up capital of the

bank in fiscal year 1996/97 was only Rs 261.64 million. It has 25 branches all over

the Nepal.

Nabil bank has been a pioneer in introducing many innovative products and

marketing concept in banking sector of Nepal with 15 branches and 2 counters in

all major cities. It has 6 branches located in Kathmandu valley and remaining

branches are in Birgunj, Biratnagar, Khanar, Butwal, Bhalwadi, and Pokhara. It is

only bank having its presence at Tribhuvan International Airport, only

international airport of the country. Also, the number of outlets in the country is

the highest among the joint venture and private banks operating in Nepal. Success

of Nabil is a milestone in the banking history of Nepal as it paved the way for the

establishment of many commercial banks and financial institutions.

1.6 SHAREHOLDING STRUCTURE
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At the time of commencement it had Rs. 100 million as authorized capital has

reached at Rs. 500 million. Issued capital and paid up capital were Rs 261,702,400

and Rs. 261702,400 till fiscal year 053/054.

PRESENT CAPITAL STRUCTURE OF NABIL BANK

Share capital & Reserves NRs(in million)

Authorized capital 500

Issued Equity Capital 492

Paid ud Equity Capital 492
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Shareholders % of capital owed

N.B.(International) limited, Ireland 50%

Nepalese Public 30%

Nepal industrial development

corporation

10%

Rastirya Beema Sansthan 9.67%

Nepal Stock Exchange Limited 0.33%

Total 100%

1.7 Objectives of the Bank

Nabil has a mission which states- “we will become the pioneer in the financial

community committed to economic development of the society.” In order to fulfill

this mission Nabil has been operating with the objectives :-

 To provide efficient and innovative services to the customers

 To generate adequate resources for expansion and growth.

 To ensure optimum development of their human resources.

 To earn recognition as professionals from the society.

1.8 PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Nabil provides a full range of commercial banking services through its outlets

spread across the nation and reputed correspondent banks across the globe.

Moreover, Nabil has a good name in the market for its highly personalized

services to customers. Services it provides to its customers are:
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 Opening and closing of current, fixed savings, and call deposits.

 Credit and advances such as overdraft, guarantees, term loan, deprived

sector loans, and priority sector loans etc.

 Letter of credit.

 Cash remittance.

 Credit cards.

 Tele banking.

 Safe deposit locker.

 Automated tailor machine(ATM)

 Funds transfer.

 Anywhere Branch Banking System (ABBS) to facilitate its customers

for providing banking services from any branches.

1.9 Statement of the problem:

People assume more risk in stock investment than its real risk. So it is necessary to

Analyze in the field is a must. Unavailability of clear and simple technique to

Analyze risk associated with return is also a constraint. Theory suggests that the

stock price in the market is guided by the intrinsic value Which is calculated by

and of company’s result of financial performance dividend, Required rate of return

and growth. In an efficient market condition stock price is Equal to the intrinsic

value since the buyer and the seller are fully aware of the facts and figures of the

company. Therefore one can say that market price and financial performance are

positively correlated but conditions here are totally different from that. Whatever

the theory has depicted is not applicable in our context, where most of the
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investors do not know to interpret the information and so they can’t make a

rational decision regarding transactions of the stock.

Therefore stock prices in Nepal are determined more by other factors, than the

Financial performance of the concerned company. Therefore courage is needed

and at the same time faith to invest in common stock because there are several

question which may be rising in the mind of the individual investor at a the  time

of the investment. Some of the common questions that frequently occur in

investors mind can be listed as follows:

 The criteria for evaluation that are holding will give them a favorable

return or not

 what should be the compensation they have to receive for bearing risk.

 How do they know about the magnitude of the risk?

 How can one make higher return through risk?

 How can investor diversify the risk?

So these are some burning issues that have influenced researchers to carry on these

Studies.

1.10 Objectives of the Study:

The primary objectives of this study are to address the risk associated with return

on the common stock investment in Nepalese securities market will seeks to

understand the investment behavior and its return and affects in the market.

The other specific objectives of this study are listed as below:

 To know about the general situation of the Nepalese stock market.

 To know about the market return and Market risk.
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 To conduct the analysis of Nabil bank's stock price and its behavior.

 To analyze risk and return relationship of the stock of Nabil Bank Limited

with that of market

 Gaining knowledge about the risk and return associated with the Nabil

Bank's stock.

 To gain knowledge about Risk free return and risk.

1.11 Significance of the study

The potentiality of this study is not limited to any particular group and individual

or institution .It is helpful to researcher, entrepreneur, students as well as

government. Still the most important role plays to the investors and the business

firms which they can be benefited to their risk and return.

If explained in brief, this report will be helpful to the following:

 To Potential and existing investors seeking for investing their funds.

 To the management to determine optimal risk and return.

 To the decision maker of the capital gain.

 To the Students for the further research.

1.12 Limitation of the study

 Study is based on the one year data so the findings cannot be generalized.

 To calculate the monthly rate of return of stock from daily return I have

used addition method instead of using linking method in order to avoid

complexities.

 Due to the lack of enough time all the aspects of study was not possible to

cover.

 Since all the data collected are secondary data, so the validity of the

findings depends upon the reliability of data provided.
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1.13 Organization of the Study:

This study has been divided into five chapters, which are as follows:

 Chapter I: Introduction

It includes the general introduction, statement of the problem,

objectives of the study, importance of the study, limitations of the study and

organization of the study.

 Chapter II: Review of literature:

This chapter consists of review of books, journals and other relevant

materials.

 Chapter III: Research methodology:

It covers on research design, population and sample, sources of data,

data collection procedure, analytical tools etc.

 Chapter IV: Data presentation and analysis:

This chapter attempts to analyze and evaluate data with the help of

analytical tools and interpret the results obtained.

 Chapter V: Summary, conclusions and recommendations:

It sums up the results obtained through analysis and recommends

some suggestions. A bibliography and appendices will be enclosed at the end

of the study.
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CHAPTER II

RIVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter will discuss on the topics related to various theories and research

studies that are closely related with and provides valuable inputs to conduct the

present studies successfully. The whole chapter has been divided mainly into two

parts- theoretical review and the research review. Theoretical review includes the

definition and summary of related books, published articles in different journals

and past studies.

2.1 Theoretical Review

2.1.1 Concept of capital market

Capital market is also called security market as well as financial market. Capital

Market is the mechanism designed to facilitate the exchange of financial assets or

Securities by bringing buyer and seller of securities together. Precisely speaking,

Security market allows suppliers and demanders of funds to make transactions. It

can be various types and forms classified as different bases capital market and

money market, share and debenture market. For our research concern, capital

markets--the market defined as any body of the individuals, whether incorporated

or not, constituted for the purpose of regulating controlling the business of selling

or dealing securities. According to Brigham & Eharadt, “capital markets are the

market for intermediate or long-term debt and corporate stocks. Intermediate term

refers those financial assets having the maturity periods equal to five years and

more than five years. Capital market consists of the security market and non

security market implies mobilization of the funds through issuance of securities

like share, debenture, and other derivative securities. These securities traded in the

markets are generally negotiable and hence can be traded in secondary market.
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Non security market refers to the mobilization of the non-financial resources.

Basically capital market can be divided into two parts:

1. Primary capital market

2. Secondary capital market

Primary capital market

Primary market is the market is the market through which the funds are transferred

from saver to demander. Hence, the transaction of securities issued first times

takes place in primary markets. The primary for securities is new issue market,

which brings together the supply and demand or source and use for new capital

funds. In this market, the principal source of fund is domestic saving of

individuals and firm, other suppliers include foreign investors and government. In

highly developed capital market, the largest proportion of saving reaches the new

issue market indirectly via a financial intermediary. For example, investment

bankers other similar nature of institutions. In contrast most of the investors are

unfamiliar with issue markets and its institutions such as underwriting and selling

syndicates which serve middlemen between the corporate demanders of funds and

the individual investors.

Secondary capital market

Once the have been issued in the primary market, investor may seller trade them in

the secondary market called secondary capital market. It deals with previously

issued share mainly traded through the stock exchange, over the counter (OTC)

market and the direct dealing. The majority of all security transaction generally.

2.1.2 Development of capital market in Nepal

Capital market in Nepal is in infancy position. A stock investment practice in

Nepal has been developed after the establishment of the Biratnagar Jute Industry
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and Nepal bank Ltd. in 1937 AD. Till 1980’s the majority of shares issuing

companies would belongs to the government ownership. Initial public Offerings

(IPO’s) were hardly found in practices and funds were collected through the direct

placement of bonds. The prime objectives of the raising the fund would be the

development of the infrastructure and pubic welfare programs. It has helped

flourishing the primary government bond market. On the other hands, the share of

Nepal Bank Ltd. were in existence but limited to ownership of the RANA’s

(Khadka, 2004). Government had issued treasury bills in 1962 AD for the first

time to finance the infrastructure development. Furthermore, it was folled by the

by the issuance of the development bonds in 1964 AD. Industrial policy has

opened the door of the establishment of the institution name Security Market

Center (SMC) in 1977 AD. Security Exchange Act (SEA) was approved by

legislation and came into existence with effect from 13thApril, 1984 AD. The

former Securities Exchange Center was converted into Nepal stock Exchange

(NEPSE) with the major objective of arranging marketability and liquidity of to

the government and corporate securities. Floor trading through market

intermediaries such as brokers’ market makers has also evolved; restoration of

democracy following the political movement of 1990 has brought lots of reforms

in the finance sector. Liberalization in the real sense was initiated. Nepal launched

‘Extended Adjustment Program’ in 1992 AD by taking Extended Structural

Adjustment Facility (ESAF) through the amendment in the SEA. This has led to

established of the Securities Exchange Board Nepal (SEBO/N) and was given the

responsibility of regulating and developing the transactions of the stocks and

Bonds in the floor through its member intermediaries where NEPSE is to facilitate

the transactions of the stocks and bonds in the floors through its member

Intermediaries. NEPSE presently has 27 brokers, 11 issue managers and 2

portfolio managers that is dealer in the secondary market. Currently there are 147

listed companies but this number is subject to change. Similarly NEPSE is

planning to increase the share broker number by 27 to make 50 in the near future.
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Some processes are already made for this. Similarly, Non Residence Nepalese

(NRN) has declared to establish multipurpose mutual fund investment company

with amount of Rs. 10 billion in nearer future which help to grow the capital

market in Nepal. In addition to this, various state-owned enterprises like Nepal

Electricity Authority (NEA) has already issued bond and Nepal Telecom

Corporation (NTC) planning to issue bonds. Thus market share to the general

public which is encouraging for the capital market encouraging and becoming

alternative investment sectors for the Investors.

2.1.3 Meaning of risk

Different investors define risk in different ways. In general, risk can be defined as

the likelihood that actual return from an investment will be less than the forecast

return. Stated differently, it is the variability of return from an investment.

(Hampton, 1998)

Risk is defined in the Webster’s dictionary “as a hazard a peril: exposure to loss

of injury”. Thus, risk refers to chance that some unfavorable events may occur. If

we bet on the horses, we are risking our money. If we invest in speculative stocks

we are taking a kind of risks in a hope of making appreciable returns. (Brigham,

Capeskin and Erhards, 2001) Risk is the variability of possible returns around the

expected returns of an investment. Each investor has his/her own attitudes towards

risks and how much he/she can tolerate. Since, investment have risks associated

with them, the investors must determine combination of alternatives matches that

tradeoff the risk and compensation for percept risks. (Basnet, 2006) In reality, risk

occurs when we cannot be certain about the possible future outcomes of particular

activity or events. So, we are not sure that risk will occur in the future

consequently. Risk results from the fact that the action such as investment can

provide the more than one outcome in future. (Western and Brigham) According

to Saunders and Cornett, 2002, “A major objective of the financial management is
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to increase the Financial Institutions’ return for its owners. They often come

however at the cost of increased risk. The effective management of this risk is

central to a financial institutions’ performance. Indeed, it can be argued that the

main business of financial institution is to manage the risk for the purpose of

maximization of return. So, financial institution manager must devote the

significant time to understanding and managing the various risks to which their

financial institutions are exposed”.

In real sense, risk is the chance of losing future return and investment amount in

future. Assets having grate chance of loss are viewed as more risky than lesser

chance of loss. More formally, the term risk is used interchangeably with

uncertainty to refer the variability of return associated with the given assets. Risk

is measured in many ways but commonly three methods are viewed as useful

standard. These are:

Beta coefficient

This is a mathematical value that measures the risk of one asset in term of its

effect on the risk of group of assets called portfolio. It is concerned solely with

market related risk as would be the concern for the investor holding stocks and

bonds. It is derived mathematically so that a high beta indicates a high level of risk

and low beta represents a low level of risk.

Standard deviation

This is the measurement of the dispersion of forecast returns when such returns

approximate a normal probability distribution. It is a statistical concept and widely

used to measure risk from holding a single asset. The standard deviation is derived

so that a high standard deviation represents a large dispersion of return and it
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involved high degree of risk. On the other hand, a low standard deviation is a

small dispersion and represents low degree of risk.

Subjective estimates

A subjective risk measure occurs when qualitative rather than quantitative

measures are used to measure dispersion. We will use the definition of risk that

deals with dispersion of return. We will also note that mathematical approaches

can be used to estimate such dispersion.

2.1.4 Sources of risk

An investment is commitment of money that is expected to generate addition

money. Every investment entails some degree of risks. A major objective of

financial institution is to increase the returns for its owner by taking minimum

risk. The effective management of the risk is central to its performance. Indeed, it

can be argued that the main business function of financial institution is managing

these risks through the consumption of maximum time and efforts in

understanding and managing the various source and kinds of risks factors with its

different natures and complexities. The primary risks factors that create

investment uncertainties are as follows:

Interest rate risk

Asset transformation function is the key functions of financial institution. It

involves buying primary securities or assets and issuing secondary securities or

liabilities to fund assets purchase. The primary security purchased by financial

institutions often has maturity and liquidity characteristics which are different

from those of secondary security that financial institutions sell. In mismatching the

maturities of asserts and liabilities as part of their asset transformation function.

Financial institutions potentially expose themselves the interest rate risks. Suppose
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when interest rate increases and maturity period of assets is greater than the

maturity period of liabilities. At that time, if interest rate increases it decreases the

market value of assets in comparison of its liabilities. So, interest rate is defined as

the potential variability of return caused potential variability of return caused by

the changes in its market rate interest rate. Interest rate can be variable. If we

consider the single period return formula for the bond and stock. In interest rate

risk, if market interest rate raises the investment values and market prices falls and

vice-versa. The variability of return results interest risk. The interest rate risk

affects the prices of bonds, stocks, real estate, gold and other derivatives securities.

Bull-Bear market risks

Market risk is risk incurred in the trading of assets and liabilities due to changes in

market forces like interest rates, exchange rates. Furthermore, market risk is the

risk related to uncertainty on the earning on its trading portfolios caused by

changes in the market condition. Saunders and Cornett in tenth addition have

outlined two comments on market risk.

These are as follows:

Comment 1: market risk is value at risk (VAR) which is related to uncertainty.

Comment 2: market risk is caused due to four major market forces. These are

price of assets, interest rate, market volatility, market liquidity. Market risk can be

also cleared in Bull-Bear approach. This approach advocates that risk can rise

from the variability of the market return resulting from the alternating bull and

bear market forces. Bull market creates when security index arises fairly and

consisting from also point called trough for a period of time, the bull market ends

when the market index reaches a peak and starts downward trend. The period

during which the market declines to the next trough is called a bear risk.
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Credit risk

It is also called default risk. Default risk is probability that the borrower is unable

to fulfill the term promised under the loan agreement. Saunders and Cornett have

outlined three principles as follows:

Principle 1:  It is the risk losing principal and interest amount.

Principle 2:  When financial institution makes loans or buys securities with longer

maturities. There is chance of higher credit risk where principal plus interest

earned may not recover adequate in full amount.

Principle 3: Credit risk can be firm specific and systematic risk.

Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is sudden surges in liability with drawl may leave as financial

institution in a position of having to liquidate assets in a very short period of time

and at low prices. Liquidity risks arises when on its liability holders such as

depositor or insurance policy maker etc. demand immediate cash for the financial

claim they hold with financial institution  or when holders of loan commitment or

credit line suddenly exercise their right to borrow or draw down their right their

loan commitments. At that situation the financial institutions must either borrow

additional funds or sells assets to meet the demands for the withdrawal of funds. In

most cases financial institution has to face the liquidity crisis at the time when

liability holder demands higher cash consequently. In other sense, liquidity risk is

that position of an assets total variability of return which results from the prices

discount given on sales. Commission paid in order to sale with out delay. Perfectly

liquid assets are highly marketable either price discounts must be given or these

cost must be incurred by seller, in order to find a new investor for an assets is the

larger the prices discount and /or commission which must be given up by the seller

in order to affect a quick sale.
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Callability risk

Some bonds and preferred stocks are issued with a provision that allows the issuer

to call them in for repurchase. Issuer like the call provision because it allows them

to buyback outstanding preferred stock and /on bond with funds from a newer

issue if market interest rate drop below the level being paid on the outstanding

securities. There is chance of creating callability risk. That portion of a security’s

total variability of returns which derives from the possibility that the issue may be

called is the callability risk. Callability risk commands a risk premium that comes

in the form of a slightly higher average rate of return. This additional return should

increase as the risk that the issue will be called increase.

Convertibility risk

Call ability risk and convertibility risks are in two aspects. First both are

contractual stipulations that included in the term of original security issue. Second,

both of these provisions alter the variability of return from the affected security.

Convertibility risk is that portion of the variability of return from a convertible

bond of convertible preferred stocks. That reflects the possibility that the

investment may be converted into the issuer’s common stocks at a time or under

terms harmful to the investor’s best interest.

Industrial risk

An industry may be viewed as a group of companies that compete with each other

to market homogenous products. Industry risk is that portion of risk that can be an

investment variability of return caused by events that affects the product and firms

that make up of an industry. The stage of industry cycle, international tariffs

and/of quotas on the product produced by an industry related taxes, industry wide

labor union problems, environmental restriction, raw materials acts and affect all
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the firms in the industry simultaneously. As a result of these commonalities, the

prices of the securities issued by competing firms tend to rise and fall together.

Political risk

Political risk arises from the exploitation of a politically weak group for the

benefits of politically strong group, with the efforts of various groups to improve

their relative positions increasing the variability return from the affected assets.

Regardless of whether the changes that cause political or by economic interests,

the resulting variability of return is called political risk if it is accomplished

through legislative, judicial or administrative branches of government. Political

risk can be classified as international political risk and domestic political risk.

Other risks

Besides these above mentioned risks, there are other risks like off balance sheet

risk, technological and operational risk, country and sovereign risk, insolvency

risk etc.

2.1.5 Types of risks

Total risk or total variation of the rate or return for an individual security or

portfolio is measured by the standard deviation or variance of the rate of return.

According to Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), total risk can be divided into

two parts i.e. systematic risk and unsystematic risk.

Systematic risk

It is the also called non-diversifiable risk. The systematic risk is market related. In

other words, it arises from the changes in the economy and market condition. For

example, high inflation, recession, impact of political factors, wars, depression,

long-term changes, etc, which are beyond the control of company management. It
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affects all the firms in the market. The portion of risk is non-diversifiable and

cannot be reduced. The systematic risk is rewarded in the form of risk premium.

Sometimes, systematic risk is called market risk. Systematic risk affects almost all

assets in the economy, at least to some degree, whereas systematic risk affects at

most a small number of assets. The principle of diversification has an important

implication to a diversified investor, only systematic risk matters. It follows that in

deciding whether or not buy a particular individual asset, a diversified investor

will only concerned with that asset’s systematic risk. This is a key observation and

it allows us to say great deal about the risks and returns on individual asset, in

particular, it is the basis for a famous relationship between risk and return called

the security market line. To develop the SML, we introduce the equally famous

Beta coefficient one of the measurement unit of modern finance. Beta coefficient

and SML are the key concepts because to get supply us with at least part of the

answer to the question of how to go about determining the required return on an

investment.

Unsystematic risks

The unsystematic risk is non market factors related. In other word, it arises from

the project specific factors for example inefficiency of management failure in new

product in production, employee strikes, lawsuits and any other event that is

unique to the company. It is inherent individual companies or projects. This

portion of risk is diversifiable and it is possible to reduce or eliminate through

diversification of the investments. It is called unique or asset specific risk.

2.1.6 Meaning of return

The meaning of return is defined as different investors. The rate of return

fromcapital investment is a concept that has different meaning to different

investors. Some competitive seek near term cash inflow and give less value to
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more distant returns. Return can be expressed by cash dividend or capital gain or

loss. Still some investors measure return using financial ratios. Single holding

period return may be defined as all possible future cash flows that can be earned

holding securities up to holding period. It can be also defined as the changes in the

value plus any cash distribution expressed as a percentage of the beginning of the

period of investment value. An investor can obtain two kind of income from the

investment is a share or bonds. They are as follows:

1.   Income from price appreciation or losses from price depreciation. It is called

capital losses and gain.

2.   Cash flows income from cash dividend or coupon interest payment. Return

shows financial position of any organization. The company position of any

organization may be better if it has higher return. Return is rewards for an

investor from his or her organization. Investors always want to maximize

expected return subject to their tolerance for risk. Return is motivating forces

and it is the key method available to investors in capering investment

alternatives. Realized rate of and expected rate of return which are often used

in language of investment. Realized rate of return is after the fact return that

was earned or it is the historical return.

The return on investment can be measured as the total gain and losses expressed

on the behalf of owner over the given period of time. It is commonly stated as the

change in value plus any cash distribution expressed as percentage of the

beginning period investment value. The expression for calculating the rate of

return (Ks) earned any assets over the period (t) is commonly defined as
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Kt             = P t - Pt -1+ C

Pt -1

Where,

Kt = actual or expected or realized rate of return

Pt = price or value of asset at time (t) or beginning price

Pt-1 = price or value of assets at time t-1 or ending price

Ct = cash flows received from the investment in the time period t-1 to t

2.1.7 Expected rate of return

The expected rate of return or holding period return is based upon the expected

cash receipts over the holding period and expected ending or selling price.

Depending upon the assumption made about cash receipts and ending price, a

number of expected returns rate are possible. These possible rates estimated by the

investors are summarized in the expected rate of return. According to (Cheney and

Moses, 1995) “the expected rate of return must be greater or equal to the required

rate of return in order for the investor to find the investment acceptable.”

2.1.8 Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)

CAPM provides a framework for measuring the systematic risk of an individual

security and relate it to the systematic risk of well diversified portfolio. CAPM is

used in finance frequently to analyze the relationship between the risk and rate of

return. The conclusion of the CAPM is: the relevant risk of an individual stock is

contribution to risk of a well-diversified portfolio.

Indeed, in 1990 AD, the greatest world prize the Nobel Prize was awarded to the

developers of CAPM, Professor Harry Markowitz and William F. Sharpe. In the

context of CAPM, the risk of individual security is defined as the volatility of the
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security returns vis-à-vis the return of market portfolio. CAPM is simple concept

and has real world applicability. The model describes the relationship between risk

and return or expected return. In this model, a security’s expected return is the risk

free rate plus a premium based on systematic risk of the security. Beta coefficient

is the heart of CAPM model. It is the better measure of risk, the most important

aspect of risk is the overall risk significantly affects investment opportunities and

even more important, the owner wealth. The basic theory that links together risk

and return for all assets is called Capital Asset Pricing Model. The CAPM

equation on security market line (SML) is usually written as:

E (RJ) = RF + βJ [E (RM) - RF ]

Where,

E (RJ) = the required rate of return on the assets

RF = the rate of return of risk free assets

E (RM) = the expected or ex-ante return on the market portfolio

βJ = a measure of the non-diversifiable risk of the security

called assets beta. It can be calculated as

βJ = COV(RJRM)

VAR(RM)

Where,

COV (RJ RM ) = covariance between risk free return and market return

VAR (RM) = variance of market returns

There are some assumptions under the CAPM model. According to (Sharpe, Alex,

and Bailey 1998) has outlines eight assumptions as follows.

1. Investors evaluate portfolio by looking at the expected return and standard

deviation of the portfolio over one period horizon.
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2.  Individual assets are infinitely divisible. It implies that an investor can buy a

fraction of a share of s/he so desires.

3.  There is a risk free rate at which an investor may lend i.e. invest money or

borrow money.

4.  Taxes and transaction costs are irrelevant.

5.  All the investors have the same one person horizon.

6.  The risk free rate is the same for all investors.

7.  Information is freely and instantly available to all the investors.

8.  Investors are homogenous expectations. It implies that everyone has same

perception in regard to the expected returns, standard deviation and covariance

of the securities.

CAPM provides a measure of risk and return. The systematic risk or market risk of

a security is measured in term of its sensitivity to the market movement. This

sensitivity is referred to security’s Beta (ß). Beta reflects systematic risk that can

not be eliminated. Investor can eliminate unsystematic risk when they invest their

wealth in a well diversified portfolio. A beta of 1.00 indicates average level of risk

while more than 1.00 means risk more than market portfolio. A zero beta

coefficient means no risk. The graphical presentation of CAPM is called the

Security Market Line (SML).

2.1.9 Over, under and fairly pricing of securities

The securities can be either under priced or over priced. It can be known

calculating through required rate of return and average rate of return. When

average return exceeds the excepted return then, the securities is under priced and

vice versa. Required rate of return can be used as a discounting factor to determine

the intrinsic value of stock. It means there is inverse relationship between required

rate of return and intrinsic value of stock.
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2.2 Research review

These days information highway or the internet has become to the most easily

accessible medium to gain information in subject matter. Different books and

article have been consulted while conducting the research to derive the

comparative and analytical conclusion of this study. The review of relevant

articles publish in different journals are available online on international Network

for the Availability of Scientific Publication (NASP). In this section has been

reviewed and presented.

2.2.1 Review of journal

Financial economics has been defined as the application of economic theory to

financial markets (Smith, 1996). It is largely body of theory including such well

known models as modern portfolio theory (Markowitz, 1952), the capital asset

pricing model (CAPM) (Sharpe, 1964), the efficient market hypothesis

(Samuelson and Fama, 1965) and option pricing model (Black and Scholars 1973).

Though these models are all included in institute of faculty education limited in

1995, their acceptance or use is controversial. Akhigbe and Whyte (2004) in their

research paper, “The Gram-Leach-Billey Act” of 1999: Risk implications for the

Financial Service Industry have focused on risk implication of banking and private

sectors. The research paper has included many other studies some of the studies

find that bank expansion into banking activities can affect of events that permitted

only limited entry by banks into non- banking activities. The study is conducted on

systematic, unsystematic and total risk, such risk are calculated by using statistical

tools i.e. variance and standard deviation, T-statistical and signed rank which is

recently by Aminud, Delong and Saunder in 2002. The study has included 340

banks for the sample size than they partition two sub- samples: 46 large banks and

294 small banks. The major finding of the study is that evidence of a significant

decline in systematic risk for the banks securities firmand insurance companies but
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a significant increase in total and unsystematic risk for the banks and insurance

companies. The study has included five years period data. The study also found

that bank and insurance companies are less risk than other securities business. If

security wants to decline in risk, security firm can be explained by their ability to

diversify into less risky banking and insurance activities. The research paper result

suggests that regulators should carefully monitor and supervise banking activities

in new era of financial modernization to mitigate adverse effects from the increase

in risk.   Pagano’s (2001) has a study on how theories of Financial Intermediation

of Corporate Risk-Management Influence Bank Risk-Taking Behavior. This paper

has based on the relation for the risk taking and risk management behavior from a

both corporate finance and banking perspective. That data set covers the period

from 1986-94, 1986-90 and 1991-94 but overall time of the study is 9 year period.

In this study, the research scholar has used mathematical tools that are the model

beta, standard deviation, total risk (systematic and unsystematic risk), and interest

rate risk. The main objective of the study is to examine the relation for risk taking

and risk management behavior for both corporate financial and a banking

perspective. After combining the theoretical insights from the corporate finance

and banking literatures related to hedging and risk taking the paper reviewed

empirical tests based on these theories to determine which of these theories are

best supportive by the data.

Management incentives appear to be must consistently supported rational for the

describing how bank manage risk. In particular, moderate/high levels of equity

ownership reduce bank risk while positive amount of stock option grants increase

bank risk-taking behavior. The empirical tests of theory of corporate risk

management need to consider individual subcomponents of total risk and the bank

ability to trade these risks in a component financial market.
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Berkowitz and Brien’s (2002) in their research paper “How Accurate are Value-

At-Risk Models at Commercial Banks” has focused on first direct evidence on the

performance of value at risk model for trading firms. The result shows that VAR

forecasts for six large commercial banks have exceed nominal coverage levels

over the past two years and for the some banks, VARs we substantially removed

from the lower range of trading P & l. While such conservative estimates imply

higher levels of capital coverage for trading risk, the reported VARs are less useful

as a measure of actual portfolio risk.

They have used standard deviation, means, correlation coefficient VAR

correlation coefficient, and Beach Mark and Portfolio model. To a certain extent,

the study is limited by the fact that banks only forecast a single percentile of the

portfolio distribution significant more could be learned about the empirical

performance of internal valuation models of density forecast were recorded.

Density forecast evaluation techniques described in Disbold, Gunther and Tay

(1998) and Berkowitz (2001) provide researchers with substantially more

information to asses the dimension in which models need improvement and those

in which models do well.

2.2.2 Review of related studies

During the review, the researcher has found numerous studies conducted for the

partial fulfillment of Masters Degree. Some of them, which are relevant to this

study, are reviewed in the following paragraphs.

Sudeep Upadhyay (2001) has conducted his master’s thesis on, “Risk and Return

on Common Stock Investment of Commercial Banks of Nepal” taking 5

commercial banks as sample. The main objectives of his research was to evaluate

the common stock of the listed commercial banks in terms of risk and return and

to perform sector wise comparison on the basis of market capitalization and to
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assess the risk compensating return of listed commercial banks and their position

in the stock exchange and to analyze the volatility of common stocks and other

relevant variables factor on portfolio construction of common stocks.

The major finding of his research work was the Nepalese investors cannot analyze

the securities and market properly due to the lack of information and proper

knowledge. The common stock of Nepal Grind lays Bank (then) bears the

maximum realized rate of return and Nepal SBI bank the minimum. In terms of

sector wise, it is highest for other sectors and the lowest for manufacturing and

production sector. On the basis of standard deviation, the common stock of Nepal

Grind lays Bank has the highest risk and common stock of Nepal SBI Bank the

lowest. As beta coefficient shows, common stock of Everest Bank is most volatile

and common stock of Nepal Indosuez Bank (then) is the least volatile. As

expected rate of return is higher than required rate of return for all companies,

common stocks of all commercial Banks are overpriced.

The shares of commercial banks in Nepal are heavily traded in the stock market

and therefore, these shares play a key role in the determination stock exchange

indicators. The average mean return on market portfolio, as measured by percent

changes in the NEPSE Index, was 5.51 percent over the sample period. All the

shares produced higher rates of return than the return on market portfolio.

However, the risk-return characteristics do not seem to be the same for all the

shares reviewed.

The shares with larger standard deviations seem to be able to produce higher rates

of Return. The portion of unsystematic risk is very high with the shares having

negative Beta Coefficient. The risk per unit of return, as measured by the

coefficient of variation, is less than that of the market as a whole for all the

individual shares. Most of the shares fall under the category of defensive stocks,
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(having beta coefficients less than one). From the analysis, it appears that none of

the shares are correctly priced. Theoretically, the Market price of an over-priced

(under-priced) share will fall (rise) in order to increase the Expected return such

that the expected return equals the required return.

Deepak Adhikari (2002)  in his thesis “Risk and Return on Common Stock

Investment” is based on 8 listed commercial bank covering nine years from fiscal

Year 1992/93 to 2000/01. He had tried to assess the risk and return on common

stock o listed commercial banks by financial and statistical tools. His main

objectives of the study are to evaluate common stock of listed commercial banks

in terms of risk and return i.e. expected rate of return, standard deviation and

determine whether the shares of commercial banks in Nepal are over priced or

under priced by using the CAPM. In his study, he found the expected rate of return

in the common stock of BOKL is maximum and common stock of Himalayan

Bank Ltd is minimum. Similarly SCBL has the best common stock for investment

because it’s C.V is the lowest risk per unit of return. However, HBL has highest

risk per unit of return HBL’s expected rate of return is lower than market return.

According to Beta Coefficient BOKL’s common stock is most volatile and

SCBL’s common stock is least volatile. All banks common stock move positive

with market as their betas are positive but SCBL, HBL, SBI & EBL are having

defensive and Nabil, NIB, BOK and NBB have aggressive type of Common

Stock. Besides that all the analyzed commercial bank’s common stocks are under

priced, that means their stocks value will be increased in near future. Therefore,

investors can purchase the common stock of any Banks.

Shankar Kumar Mishra (2002) in his thesis “Risk and Return on Common Stock

Investment of Commercial Banks in Nepal ” was also reviewed. He has taken the

data from 2051/52 to 2056/57 of five listed commercial banks. Main objectives of

his study are to examine common stock of listed commercial banks in term of risk
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and return, to calculate risk and return of their portfolio to identify whether stock

of selected companies are over priced, under priced and equilibrium priced and to

make relevant suggestions and practical ideas on the basis of findings. In this

study, Mr. Mishra had used arithmetic mean to calculate the return, Standard

Deviation, Coefficient of Variation are used to measure unsystematic risk and beta

coefficient to explain sensitivity or volatility of the stock with market and

correlation which is a statistical tool  used to measure the relation between returns.

He concluded that expected return of common stock of BOKL is maximum and

SBI bank Ltd is found to be minimum. Others having higher return is common

stock of NBBL, EBL and then NGBL. Calculation of beta coefficient of NGBL

and SBL’s common stocks are least volatile with market and these stocks are

defensive stocks. Similarly, NBBL, BOKL and EBL’s common stocks are more

volatile with market; therefore, these stocks are aggressive stocks. Stocks of

NBBL, NGBL, BOKL and EBL are under priced whereas that of SBI is

overpriced.

Ram Hari Khadka (2003) in his thesis “A Study on Analysis of Risk and Return

on Selected Nepalese Commercial Banks listed in NEPSE” has taken only seven

commercial banks i.e. Nabil bank, Investment Bank, SCBNL, HBL, SBI Bank,

NBBL, EBL with five year’s data. The main objectives are to measure systematic

and unsystematic risk of commercial banks and to determine whether the shares of

commercial banks in Nepal are overprice, under priced by analyzing risk and

return characteristics of the individual shares. Analytically Coefficient of variation

which measure risk per unit of the stock individually SCBNL has the lowest

coefficient of variation and Nabil Bank has the highest one. The unsystematic risk

of Nabil Bank Ltd is the highest one amongst the shares under review and SCBNL

has the lowest one. Although the total variance or total risk of Bangladesh Bank

has the highest, it was in the second last position in terms of systematic risk being

risk less explained by the market in comparison with the other stocks. The
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negative correlation coefficient of Nabil bank revealed that the return on the bank

goes up and rest of the shares moved in the direction the market moves. According

to the individual stocks beta coefficient, most of the shares appear to be defensive.

Nabil Bank has negative beta coefficient. Alpha explains the rate of return of

individual stock even when the market is stationery. Amongst the sampled Banks,

NBBL has the highest alpha and the lowest alpha of HBL. The price of all the

shares except shares of Nabil Bank has a positive price trend towards the

equilibrium. The average rate of interest of 91 day T-bill was 5.3% and the

realized return on market is only 5.5% indicating that the market risk premium

was only 0.02%.Similarly, the main findings of the study is that the  shares of

Bangladesh Bank offered highest realized rate of return while the Nabil bank has

the lowest realized rate of return.  Its realized rate of return is not even enough to

cover risk free rate of return. None of the share prices is in equilibrium. The prices

of shares of banks under review, Nabil bank Ltd is overpriced and other remaining

banks are under price.

Tanka Raj Bhatta (2003) in his thesis “Investment in Shares of Commercial Banks

in Nepal”had tried to assess the risk and return on common stocks investment of

eight commercial banks (on the basis of financial and statistical tools).An

assessment of Risk and Return Elements using the data over the period of FY

1996/97 to 2000/01 has been made.

The main objective of his study was to examine the movement of market price of

shares, to find out the relationship between the return on individual shares and

return on market and to determine the shares of commercial banks in Nepal are

correctly priced or not. In his thesis, he finds out that risk return characteristics do

not seem to be the same for all the shares reviewed and the portion of

unsystematic risk is very high with shares having negative beta coefficient.

Similarly he finds out that most of the shares fall under the category of aggressive
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stock( having beta coefficient more than one) while some under the defensive

stock (having beta coefficient 0.99 approximately one) according to the price

evaluation, the study  shows that all the banks shares are under priced and hence

positively correlated with market return.

Pandey, Sijapathi (2000) has conducted a study on risk and return analyze of

common stock investment by taking six insurance companies as sample. She has

used analytical tools like rate of return, standard deviation, coefficient of variance,

beta coefficient and t-test has used. According to this study, the main objectives

are to calculate the risk and return of the common stocks and portfolio and also to

understand and identify the problem faced by the individual investor and insurance

companies. The major findings of the study are generally public have least

understanding about the risk of the investments which may be due to poor

education, lack of adequate information, etc., that may obstruct the development

of stock market. There is no significant different between the performance of

common stock of insurance companies and overall market portfolio. The study has

covered five years period.

Pandey (2000) has a study on risk and return analysis of common stock

investment. The main objective of the study is to analysis the risk and return of

common stock investment in banking and financial sectors. The study also related

to insurance companies. In the study, she has taken six insurance companies in

account. To measure the risk and return, she has used standard deviation, expected

return, variance coefficient and beta. On her study, concludes that: among all the

security common stock has known to be the most risky security. Higher the risk,

higher will be the return. Most of the investors have attracted to common stock

security because of its higher expected return. As for the investor, it is important to

analyze each investment, company to potential returns with the risk. On average,

the potential returns from an investment should compensate for the level of risk
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under taken. If proper allocation of assets is performed; it can reduce risk and can

even be eliminated if well diversified.

Satyal (2002) has a study on risk and return analysis of listed companies for the

analysis, among listed companies eight are taken into account. Among them two

are from banking sectors, two finance companies, two insurance companies, one

trading and one manufacturing and processing company. The main objectives of

the study were to analyze risk, return and other relevant variables that help in

making decision about investment on securities of the listed companies and to

examine the movement of market price of share, also to provide suggestions on the

basis of findings.

He has used holding period return and expected rate or return to calculate the

returns of the companies. Calculations of standard deviation, coefficient variation

(CV) and beta were used to measure risk and CAPM for portfolio analysis. The

expected return of Nepal investment bank is 36 percent, CV is 1.06 and risk is

38.3 percent. The beta of its share is 0.66. Expected return of Himalayan bank

limited is 52.66 percent, risk is 29.3 and CV is 0.556. The beta is 1.567 so HBL is

less risky than NIB. For the study, the researcher has taken 5 years period.

Shrestha (2003) has a study on risk and return on common stock investment of

banking sectors in Nepal. The main objective of the study was to analysis the

systematic and unsystematic risk associated with security. The study was covered

six years data from 1996-2001. In this study, the researcher has used analytical

tools i.e. return of common stock, expected return, standard deviation, beta

coefficient, CAPM, coefficient of determinants and hypothesis (t-test). The major

findings of his study are NBBL’s common stock is yielding the highest realized

rate of return with 71.80 percent where as it is the lowest 26.6 percent incase of

NIB Ltd. The banking industry average 47.85 percent, the commercial banks
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NBBL, BOKL and EBL respectively rate of return are 71.8 percent, 67.6 percent

and 65.6 percent. All the commercial banks required rate of return is less than

expected rate of return which means that they are all under price therefore it will

be beneficial to the investors who are going to purchase the companies’ common

stocks. From the study, it has found that investment in banking sectors is

beneficial instead of other financial sectors.

Tamang (2003) has a study on risk and return analysis of commercial banks in

Nepal. The main objectives of the study is to determine whether the share of the

commercial banks are correctly priced or not by analyzing the required rate of

return using the capital asset pricing model also to measure the systematic and

unsystematic risk of the commercial banks. In this study, the researcher has used

mathematical tools i.e. market model, single period return, expected rate of return,

standard deviation, coefficient of variation, beta coefficient (B). The period of the

study has taken 5 years data from 1996-2001. The major finding of the study, the

systematic risk of Nepal Arab bank has the highest unsystematic risk but total risk

or variance of Bangladesh is the highest i.e. 10 percent. From the study, it was also

found that the shares of Nepalese commercial banks are heavily trade in NEPSE.

None of the bank’s shares price are correctly priced.

Joshi (2004) has conducted a research on risk and return analysis of common stock

of five listed commercial banks. The main objective of the scholar’s study was to

assess the risk associated with return on common stock investment of the basis of

selected tools. For the study, the researcher is used five years data 1998 -2002. He

has used arithmetic mean to calculate the return, standard deviation and coefficient

of variations, which are used to measure unsystematic risk and beta coefficient.

The measurement explains sensitivity or volatility of the stock with market and

individual banks. Correlation is a statistical tool i.e. is used to measure relationship

between risk and return. The researcher also used t-test to calculate hypothesis.
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The major findings of his study are that banking sector has the expected return is

21.77 percent, risk is 36.1 percent and CV is 1.66, similarly finance and insurance

sector has 21.77 percent and 1.66, hotel sectors has 10.16 percent, 72.4 percent,

7.123, trading sectors has 6.68 percent, 80.68 percent, 11.76, other sectors has -

16.61 percent, 50.45 percent and 3.037. Market expected return of 10.2 percent

and risk of 39.57 percent, CV of 3.88. SCB has maximum market capitalization

and NBBL has the minimum market capitalization. Market capitalization as well

as NEPSE index has heavily influenced by banking sector. If investors wish to

generate higher return then they should bear higher risk and invest in the share of

SCBL and if they are risk averters and they want to invest in single assets. They

can invest in the share of NBL or HBL because these two stocks have lower risk

that of portfolio risk.

Tiwari (2007) conducted a research on the title of "Risk and Return Analysis of

Selected Finance Companies Listed in Nepal" on the specific object to analysis the

risk and return associated with the common stock of six finance companies. They

are Kathmandu Finance Co. Ltd., Sanjhana Finance Co. Ltd., National Finance

Co. Ltd., Citizen Investment Trust, Ace Finance Co. Ltd., and peoples Finance Co.

Ltd. His research has been based on the collected data from the secondary source.

Nepal Stock Exchange (NEPSE) Ltd is the main organization, which provides

most of the data required for the study from year 1998 to 2002. For analyzing the

data, he has used various statistical techniques of simple liner regression as well as

other financial tools. The major findings of his study were as follows:

 All the finance company have positive expected return as well as most of

the finance company has the return near to the average.

 All the investment involved certain amount of risk (i.e. standard deviation)

as well as most of the finance company have the risk less than the average.
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 The value of best suggests majority of finance company stock volatility is

less than the market volatility and they are defensive stock.

 Some finance companies securities have highest value of CV (3.49).

Although many of the finance companies CV is less than the average CV

(1.77) but not in acceptable level.

 There is positive relationship between expected return and deferent measure

of risk of the finance company.

 The return of majority of finance companies has higher degree of positive

correlation with the return of other companies.

 The overall effect of portfolio on risk and return shows mixed result. It

means the portfolio helps to increase the return in some case but in some

case it has also decreased the result up to negative level. But in other hand,

neatly in all case it has helped to decrease the level of risk up to some

extent.

Thapa (2007) has carried out a research on title "Risk and Return in Stock Market

Investment in Nepal: Issue and Challenges." Her major objectives of the study

were to find out and analyze the risk and return as well as to examine the trend of

risk, return, total paid up value, annual turnover and capitalization of twenty three

companies out of listed companies. Five companies of each sector from Banking,

Finance and Insurance sector; two of each from Hotel, Trading, Manufacturing

and Processing and other companies, are included in this study. Her research has

been based on the collected data from secondary source as well as some

information primary source (2054/55 to 2062/63). For analyzing data, she has

applied various statistical tools in her study to find out the risk and return. She has

concluded with findings which are as follows:

 Most of the investors are found to be risk averters. They are investing in

portfolio having more than four securities.
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 Most preferable sector for investors is banking and finance sectors.

 Stock brokers are major source of information to the investors which show

they have a remarkable role in share market.

 Increasing trends of share price and surplus money for investors are the

influencing factors to buy share by investors.

 Profitability and marketability has equal influence for motivation to invest.

 The level of investor's satisfaction towards the present trading system

(open- out cry system) has found low. Most investors are not satisfied with

it, because whim and rumors influenced every time. Thus, most of investors

wish to have automation trading system.

 The expected return of securities market as a whole by using NEPSE index

is 11.72 percent. Banking and other sectors  stand higher expected return

then market, while Manufacturing and Processing, Finance, Insurance,

Hotel .

 Trading sectors have lower the expected return compared to the market

return. In terms of CV, market has 2.70 CV. All sectors have found highest

CV in comparison with market relative risk.

 In comparison of market portfolio and average return of selected companies

shows that there is no difference significantly. The total paid of value of the

all sectors expects trading is likely to decreasing in trends. The annual

turnover of the all sectors is increasing trends. Likewise, the market

capitalization of all sectors expected trading is likely to increasing trends.

Dambar Bahadur Gurung (Nepal Commerce Campus. 2004) conducted a thesis on

the topic “Risk and return on common stock investment” by considering three

manufacturing and processing companies as sample covering five years (i.e. F/Y

2050/51 to 2054/55). The major objective of this study is to analyze and describe

the risk and return of Common stock. In order to conduct his research, he has used
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several financial and statistical tools. Similarly,  the main findings of the study

were as follows:

 Expected return and coefficient of variation of Nepal Lever Ltd. Are higher

than other observed companies.

 The help of investment can minimize portfolio the risk significantly for

manufacturing and processing companies.

 There is no significant difference between average rate of return of

manufacturing and processing companies and returns or market portfolio.

There is significant difference between the portfolio beta of manufacturing

and processing companies and market beta.

A study "Risk and Return Analysis in  common stock investment.” By Jeet

Bahadur Sapkota (Nepal commerce campus, 2000) has following objectives for

the study:

 To describe the risk return and other relevant variables which are very

important in making decisions.

 To analyze the risk and return of the common stock, and their portfolio.

 To analyze the volatility of different stocks and other relevant variables that

should be considered while deciding investment decisions.

The research was based on the historical and secondary source of data. During the

study, an opinion survey has also been made. Commercial banks were the

population of the study. Various financial tools as well as statistical tools have

been used to analyze the data. Return, portfolio risk etc are some financial tools.

Similarly average, standard deviation etc some statistical tool for data analysis.

Overall market expected return was found about 50.72%. This return seems too be
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very high in beginning years and declining in successive years. The riskiness of

the stock of banking sector is found less riskier than that of manufacturing and

processing sectors' companies' stock. Nepal Bank Limited's stock is found most

volatile  and NSB's stock is found least volatile. As per the study, NBL and NSB's

stock are overpriced in comparison of other's stock. Most of the Nepalese

investors invest in single securities. They invest their fund in different securities

on the basis of the expectation and assumptions of individual security rather than

the analysis of the effect of the portfolio.

As per the study done by  Suresh Bolakhe (2004, Shankar Dev Campus for his

thesis is “Risk and Return of common stock investment of listed finance

companies in Nepal”,the objective of the study is to measure and analyze the risk

and returns associated with the common stock of selected finance companies and

analyze the relationship between them. Secondly, the other objectives were to

evaluate relation among returns or selected finance company and to determine

effect of portfolio of risk and return.

The statistical tools used by Bolakhe are: return on common stock investment,

expected return of common stock, standard deviation, coefficient of variation,

portfolio return, portfolio risk and correlation coefficient. Hence, for his study, the

statistical tools parameters are calculated with the help of computer program

EXCEL. Similarly, financial tools that are used to calculate the value of different

measures of risk are beta, systematic risk portion and the risk minimizing portfolio

weight.

The major findings of the study are:
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 All the finance companies have positive expected return, which range from

16.6% to 17.4% and the average expected return is 44.66%. Majority

number of finance companies has the expected return less than their

average.

 All the finance companies have certain value of total risk (standard

deviation) which range from 32.71 to 112.59. An average total risk was

66.213. According to the total risk, Narayani Finance Ltd. (NFL) is the

most risky to invest whereas, National Finance Company Ltd. is least risky

to invest. All ten companies has beta less than 1 which tells that company

stock volatility is less than market volatility and they are defensive stock.

 The highest value beta for finance company is 0.4745 for Nepal Aawas

Bikash Beeta Company Ltd. and lowest is 0.0303 of Peoples Finance Ltd.

 Systematic risk portion in return range from 6.59 to 46.54 and its average is

13.899. The majority of finance companies have systematic risk less than

average of them. Only two companies have more systematic risk than their

average.

Unsystematic risk portion in return of selected finance companies are varied

from 21.16 to 99.48. The average unsystematic risk is 52.314 where majority

of companies have unsystematic risk less than their average.

2.3 Research Gap

Previous researchers analyzed the Risk and Return by using secondary source of

information in terms of Risk return practices. But actually speaking, risk can be

determined by various factors which eventually affect the return. In this study Risk

and Return of selected commercial is measuring by using secondary as well as

primary data applying various statistical tools and Questionnaires. Among of
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them, primary analysis in terms for risk and return may be the strong determinant

for investing in banks. In present context, these are the heart issue in Nepalese

commercial banks. Most of the investors are found to be investing in the share of

banks only believing on whim and humors. The previous scholars could not

submit the present facts. Present study tries to define risk and return analysis by

applying those various facts. It can be very useful or important in this area. Thus,

present study may be valuable piece of research work.

Objective:

The main findings of the study are the market share and the market shares of these

Banks do not capture the growth rates of different Banking indicators used. Nepal

Stock Exchange operates in a weak form of efficient market hypothesis indicating

that the market prices move randomly and the market value per share does not

accommodate all the available historical information. Having good track record of

the financial position, the market potential investors buy the shares of joint venture

commercial Banks. Therefore, the shares of joint ventures commercial Banks

emerge as blue chip in the Nepalese Stock Market.

Analytical Tools:

Following tools and issues have made the present research different from those of

the review mentioned above:

 Latest data is taken from 1997/98 to 2006/07

 The correlation between MPS and EPS is also shown and analyzed.

Calculation of MPS, EPS, DPS   and P/E ratio of sampled Banks has made

this research more authentic and reliable in the sense of providing adequate

information to rational investor.

 Constructing the portfolio investment regarding the group of selected banks

and analyzing it.
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Analysis:

The beta coefficient, which measures the risk of individual securities in relative

terms, suggests that none of the shares of the sampled banks are risky. Therefore

even a risk averter can go for making an investment in shares to these banks. The

shares of publicly quoted joint venture commercial banks are less risky as

compared to other average stocks traded in the stock exchange.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter gives the theoretical foundation of data collection and analysis for the

research study. It represents the highlight of research design, population, sample

size, data collection techniques, sources of data and data analysis tools. It shows

the framework of data collection and presentation and analysis. Research

methodology has been used to fulfill the objectives of the study.

3.1 Research design

The present study is based on descriptive and analytical research design.

Descriptive research design is used to describe the relationship between risk and

return from tables, graphs, trend lines, and figures with basic calculation of present

collected data. Similarly analytical research design is used to analyze the standard

deviation, correlation coefficient, coefficient of variation, beta coefficient, risk

premium, expected return, and average rate of return, of sampled banks.

Analytical research design evaluates the present data clearly. The study has been

carried out the ten years periods from 1st July 1997 to 1st July 2006.

3.2 Population and sample

Total population of the study is 16 commercial banks listed in NEPSE which are

taken on the basis of listed years of commercial banks. The study is carried out

those commercial banks which are listed before 15th July 1998 A.D. in NEPSE.

For research purpose, Himalayan Bank Ltd, Everest Bank Ltd, Nabil Bank Ltd and

Nepal Investment Bank Ltd are selected for comparative study. These banks have

the large volume of transactions and they also have many branches in different

sectors of the country. So, the large numbers of employees are also involved in

commercial banks. Therefore, the present study could not cover all the employees
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of selected banks. However, the researcher tried to cover as many employees as

possible.

3.3 Sources of data

The data for the study depends upon the secondary sources as well as primary

data. The main source of data is the reports of NEPSE, reports of the SEBO/N,

websites, and annual reports of commercial banks and periodicals published data

of NRB. Annual report of NEPSE has been used to take financial statement and

trading report of listed commercial banks. The data has been taken from NEPSE to

with draw the opening and closing prices. Similarly, SEBO/N has been visited to

collect annual report of sampled banks. Websites have been clicked to take the

operational data of commercial banks. For the primary data, a survey on the risk

and return on common stock from the investors’ perspective has been conducted.

The numbers of respondents are 60 who respond the questionnaire properly.

3.4 Data collection techniques

The data for the present study have been collected from secondary sources for the

fundamental analysis and primary data has been collected for technical analysis.

The annual reports of commercial banks have been taken from SEBO/N.

Similarly; NEPSE price and sector price have been taken from NEPSE. NRB was

visited to collect the Treasury-Bills rate and banking and financial statistics. After

that collected data were recorded in mater sheet manually then data were entered

to spread sheet to work out statistical and financial analysis ratios. These data are

also used to prepare figures and tables. To process the data of the present study

manual and computer based program were used like Microsoft word and excel.
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3.5 Data analysis tools

All the data are presented and analyzed to fulfill the objectives developed in the

introduction chapter to illustrate the research. Worksheets and figures have been

used for the data presentation to evaluate risk and returns. Categorically, the

present study has used financial and statistical tools.

3.5.1 Financial tools

3.5.1.1 CAPM or Security Market Line (SML)

Using CAPM, the investors can estimate the required rate of return of the stock.

The intrinsic value of the stock is inversely relates to the required rate of return.

Other thing remaining the same, the higher the required rate of return will lower

the intrinsic value of the stock. CAPM helps for pricing implication of common

stock. The relationship between as asset return and its systematic risk can be

expressed by CAPM, which is also called security market line showing the

relationship between the systematic risk index (beta) and the required rate of

return.

The equation for the CAPM or SML is

E (RJ) = Risk free rate + risk premium

E (RJ) = Risk free rate + quantity of risk × price of risk

E (RJ) = RF + βJ [E (RM) - RF]

Where,

E (RJ) = the required rate of return on the assets

RF = the rate of return of risk free assets

E (RM) = the expected or ex-ante return on the market portfolio

βJ = a measure of the non-diversifiable risk of the jth security called assets Beta. It

can be calculated as,

βJ= COV (RJ RM )

VAR (RM)
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Where,

COV (RJ RM) = covariance between risk free return and market return

VAR (RM) = variance of market returns

3.5.1.2 Risk premium

Risk premium is a reward for bearing risk. In other word, risk premium as the

different between the return on a risky investment and that a risk free investment.

To calculate risk premium, Treasury bill rates (TBs) has been used as a risk free

rate. Treasury bills are short term government securities. It can buy and sold any

time, thus, they have liquidity. Also, they don’t have the default risk. Treasury

bills are also called risk free securities where variation is always zero. For the

study, Treasury bills period has taken 364 days. The equation of risk premium can

be as follows:

Risk premium = RJ - RF

where,

RJ = year end return on risky assets

RF = return of risk free assets

3.5.1.3 The expected rate of return

The expected rate of return is the expected after tax increase in the value of initial

investment over the holding period. The overall tax of return can be decomposed

into capital appreciation and dividend components. Capital appreciation is the

difference between investor’s end of period price and the beginning of period

price. Single holding period return refers to the one year holding period return.

Thus, the expected on realized or ex-post rate of return can be calculated as

follows:

Expected rate of return (R J) = Beginning price-Ending price

Beginning price
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3.5.1.4 Beta Coefficient

The beta coefficient is an idea of systematic risk. It may be used for ranking the

systematic risk of different assets. If beta is large than 1, then the assets are more

volatile than the market, which is called aggressive assets. If beta is less than 1, the

assets are considered as defensive assets as its price fluctuations are less volatiles

than market. On the other hand, if the beta is equal to 1 then the asset is said to be

average as its price move proportional to the market changes. Beta of market is

always one. (Clark 1997)

The beta coefficient can be calculated as follows,

βJ =         COV (J, M )

Ó , Μ
2

Where,

βJ= the beta value of security J

σ M
2 = variance of market

COV (J, M) = covariance between security J and market. It can be calculate

as follows,

Covariance of (RJ, R M) = Σ[ R J - R J ] × [ R M - R M ]

N -1

3.5.1.5 Systematic risk

It gives us the proportion of risk that can not be diversified away. In other words,

it is the out of control of management. So it is called un-diversifiable risk. It can

be calculated as follows,

Systematic risk = β2 × σ M
2

3.5.1.6 Unsystematic risk
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It gives us the proportion of risk that can be diversified away. In other words, it is

the under the control of management. So, it is called diversifiable risk. It can be

calculated as follows,

Unsystematic risk = total risk (variance) – systematic risk

3.5.1.7 Correlation coefficient

Correlation coefficient is the relationship between two variables where one

variable is independent and other variables are dependent. Correlation coefficient

always lies in the range of +1 to -1. Karl Pearson’s method is used to calculate

correlation coefficient. A positive correlation coefficient indicates that the returns

from two securities generally move in the same direction or vice-versa.

Correlation is used to test the significant relationship between risk and expected

return. Microsoft Excel is used to calculate correlation between risk and return. It

can be calculates as follows,

Correlation coefficient between security ‘J’ and market ‘M’ (r jm) =    COV (j,m)

ój óM

3.5.2 Statistical tools

3.5.2.1 Average rate of return

Average rate of return is calculated by using the air thematic mean instead of

geometric mean.

Average rate of return (RJ) =  RJ

N

Where,

RJ=summation of all annual reports

N = number of the observation (year)
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3.5.2.2 The standard deviation

It is quantitative measure of the total risk of assets. It provides more information

about the risk of the assets. It is a measure of the dispersion of returns around the

mean. The formula for calculating the standard deviation is,

σ J = [Σ ( R J - R J )2]1/2

Where,

σ J = standard deviation of return on stock J during the time period N

Rj = expected rate of return

(RJ) = the average rate of return

N = number of observation

3.5.2.3 The coefficient of variation (CV)

The coefficient of variation is the ratio of the standard deviation of a distribution

to mean of the distribution. It is a measure of relative risk. The formula for

calculating correlation coefficient is,

CV = ó J

RJ

Where,

σ J = standard deviation of return on stock J during the time period N

RJ = the average rate of return on stock J
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

This chapter focuses on the data analysis and data presentation of the sampled

banks. Categorically this chapter has been divided into two sections. First section

deals with the analysis of risk and return on common stocks of selected bank based

on fundamental approach. For this, the required data has been obtained from the

secondary source. Similarly, second section deals with the analysis of risk and

return on common stocks of selected bank from the investors’ perspective. For this

the required data has been obtained from the primary source.

4.1 Data presentation and analysis based on secondary data

First section deals with the analysis of risk and return on common stocks of

selected bank based on fundamental approach. The study covers ten years period

from 15th July 1998 to 15th July 2007. This chapter consists of historical return,

average return, coefficient of variation, standard deviation, correlation coefficient

and beta coefficient of sampled banks. Beta coefficient of banks is used to

measure market sensitivity. The standard deviation is used to measure diversify

risk. Similarly, year end return and average return are used to evaluate the return

position of sampled banks. It has demonstrated the figures and table to analyze the

present data.

4.1.1 Analysis of historical return of sampled banks

The present study includes four commercial banks listed with NEPSE. They are

NABIL, HBL, NIB and EBL. The study periods covers 15th July 1998 to 15th July

2007. To analyze the risk and return of commercial banks, various return figures

and tables has been used. Historical return of samples banks is calculated by using
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dividend per share and closing and opening price of sampled banks. This chapter

also makes the comparative analysis of return of all four sampled banks.

4.1.1.1 Analysis and historical return of NABIL bank

The year end return of NABIL over the study period, closing price of common

stock per share and total dividend which is sum of cash and stock dividend:

converted into monetary value based on market price of respective year have been

presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Historical return and average rate of return on

Common stock of NABIL

Years Closing price per share DPS Year end return

(Rj)

1997/98 430 30 0

1998/99 700 50 0.74

1999/00 1400 405 1.58

2000/01 1500 40 0.1

2001/02 735 20 -0.49

2002/03 735 50 0.07

2003/04 1000 65 0.45

2004/05 1505 70 0.58

2005/06 2240 70 0.53

2006/07 5050 85 1.29

4.85

Average rate of return (RJ) =  RJ              = 53.89 percentage
N

Closing market price per share is highest in F/Y 2006/07 i.e. Rs 5050 and
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Trend line of historical return of NABIL Bank
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minimum in F/Y 1997/98 which is Rs. 430. In F/Y 1999/00, closing price has

doubled than previous year. However, bank had declared the stock dividend in

same year and results high year end return in this. The figure 4.1 shows the

graphical representation of the year end return with its time line.

Figure 4.1 Trend  of historical return on common stock of NABIL Bank

In this graph, the fiscal year and year end return is shown in the x-axis and y-axis

respectively. The graph reflects that NABIL bank has maximum year return is in

F/Y 1999/00, i.e. 158 percentages and least returns is in F/Y 2001/02, i.e. – 49

percentages which is negative.

4.1.1.2 Analysis and historical return on common stock of Himalayan bank

The year end return of HBL over the study period, closing price of common stock

per share and total dividend which is sum of cash and stock dividend; converted

into monetary value based on market price of respective year, have been presented

in Table 4.2
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Table 4.2 Historical return and average rate of return on common stock of

HBL

Years Closing price per share DPS Year end return (Rj)

1997/98 755 503 0

1998/99 1000 300 0.72

1999/00 1700 475 1.175

2000/01 1500 475.5 0.16

2001/02 1000 125 -0.25

2002/03 836 210.32 0.46

2003/04 840 30 0.041

2004/05 920 199.58 0.356

2005/06 1100 230.32 0.446

2006/07 1760 118 0.7073

3.8153

Average rate of return (RJ) =  RJ              = 38.15 percentage
N

Closing market price per share is highest in F/Y 2006/07 i.e. Rs 1760 and

minimum in F/Y 1997/98, which is Rs 755. The bank has been adopting a policy

of distributing stock dividend for a number of fiscal year except in year 2003/04.

On an average, the bank is able to earn 38.15 percent return over the period. The

figure 4.2 shows the graphical representation of the year end return with its time

line.
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Figure 4.2 Trend of historical return on common stock of
HBL

Trend of historical return of HBL
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Historical return of HBL is seemed to be fluctuating ups and down over the

sampled period enormously and highest rate of return is in F/Y 199/00 which is

117.5 percent and lowest rate of return over the period is in F/Y 2001/02 which is

negative and bank has almost downward trend of earning historical return over the

period of time how ever there is slight increase in return in the succeeding years.

The banks return is going on very variable trends.

4.1.1.3 Analysis and historical return on common stock of Nepal Investment

bank

The year end return of NIB over the study period, closing price of common stock

per share and total dividend which is sum of cash and stock dividend; converted

into monetary value based on market price of respective year have been presented

in Table 4.3
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Table 4.3 Historical return and average rate of return on common stock of

NIB

Years Closing price per share DPS Year end return

(Rj)

1997/98 600 50

1998/99 822 30 0.42

1999/00 1401 377.75 1.16

2000/01 1150 0 -1.18

2001/02 760 228 -0.14

2002/03 795 20 0.07

2003/04 940 15 0.2

2004/05 800 125 -0.14

2005/06 1260 12.5 0.59

2006/07 1729 625.15 0.87

1.85

Average rate of return (RJ) =  RJ              = 18.50 percentage
N

Closing market price per share is highest in F/Y 2006/07 i.e. Rs 1729 and

minimum in F/Y 1997/98 which is Rs 600. The price of stock per share is in

increasing trend in very minimal way. On an average, the bank is able to earn

18.50 percent return over the period. The figure 4.3 shows the graphical

representation of the year end return with its time line.
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Trend of historical return of NIB
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Figure 4.3 Trend  of historical return on common stock of
NIB

Historical return of NIB is seemed to be fluctuating slightly ups and down over the

sampled period and highest rate of return is in F/Y 1999/00 which is 116 percents

and lowest rate of return over the period is in F/Y 2000/01which is negative and

bank had earned negative returns in F/Y 1999/00, 2000/01 and 2004/05, after then

is again started to increase till the F/Y 2006/07.

4.1.4 Analysis of historical return on common stock of Everest bank

The year end return of EBL over the study period, closing price of common stock

per share and total dividend which is sum of cash and stock dividend; converted

into monetary value based on market price of respective year, have been presented

in Table 4.4
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Table 4.4 Historical return and average rate of return on common stock of

EBL

Years Closing price per share DPS Year end return (Rj)

1997/98 184 0

1998/99 407 15 1.29

1999/00 980 195 1.889

2000/01 750 0 -0.23

2001/02 430 86 -0.312

2002/03 445 20 0.08

2003/04 680 20 0.57

2004/05 870 20 0.31

2005/06 1379 275.8 0.9

2006/07 2430 25 1.78

6.277

Average rate of return  (RJ) =  RJ              = 62.77 percentage
N

Closing market price per share is highest in F/Y 2006//07 i.e. Rs 2430 and

minimum in F/Y 1997/98 which is Rs 184. In year 1999, closing price has been

more than doubled than previous year. However, bank had declared the stock

dividend in F/Y 1999/00 and 2005/06. Moreover, the bank has not provided any

dividend in F/Y 1997/98 and in F/Y 2000/01. The price of share has been

increased steadily over the period though there was little bit ups and down over the

period. On an average, the bank is able to earn highest rate of average return

among sample banks that is 62.77 percent. The figure 4.4 shows the graphical

representation of the year end return with its time line.
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Fig 4.4 Trend of historical return on common stock of Everest Bank Ltd

Trend of historical return of EBL
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Historical return of EBL is seemed to be fluctuating significantly at the beginning

of the years and reached at minimum in F/Y 2001/02 and then again started to

fluctuate moderately in increasing trends in the successive years. It has not

provided any sorts of dividend in F/Y 2000/01. The price of stock has been

declined twice at the same time. As a result, bank has to earned negative rate of

historical return in the respective year.

4.1.2 Comparative analysis of historical return on common stock of sampled

banks

Comparative analysis of historical returned of sampled banks over the study

periods has been presented in table 4.5.
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Table 4.5 Comparative analysis of historical return on common stock of

sampled banks

Years NABIL HBL NIB EBL

1998/99 0.74 0.72 0.42 1.29

1999/00 1.58 1.175 1.16 1.889

2000/01 0.1 0.16 -1.18 -0.23

2001/02 -0.49 -0.25 -0.14 -0.312

2002/03 0.07 0.46 0.07 0.08

2003/04 0.45 0.041 0.2 0.57

2004/05 0.58 0.356 -0.14 0.31

2005/06 0.53 0.446 0.59 0.9

2006/07 1.29 0.7073 0.87 1.78

Average 0.538889 0.423922 0.205556 0.697444

From this table, it is revealed that EBL has the highest average rate of return that

is 69.74 percent and NIB has the lowest rate of return that is 20.55 percent, based

on the study periods of time. All of sampled banks have earned negative rate of

return in the F/Y 2001/02. Highest rate of historical return is earned by EBL in

F/Y 1999/00 and lowest rate of return is earned by NIB which is minus 118

percents in F/Y 2000/01. It can be further presented in line chart to make a

comparative analysis of historical returns of sampled banks.
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Figure 4.5 Comparative analysis of historical return on common stock of

sampled banks

The line chart presents the overall overview of historical return of all sampled

banks and its common trend in the financial market. When figure has been taken

under consideration then it can be seen that all of the banks has same trends of the

up and down fluctuation. First of every bank return has increasing trend as all the

curve is moving upward slope till the F/Y 1999/00 and curve line starts to slope

downward up to F/Y 2001/02 where each bank are able to earn minimal or

negative rate of return but after the F/Y 2001/02 there is increasing trend of

historical return of every banks but increasing ratio is not same which is reflected

by the curve line of returns of different banks which has been again start to move

in upward slopping. If we see the curve then, it can be easily seen that EBL has the

highest return and NIB has the lowest return.
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4.1.3 Analysis of commercial bank return on common stock with market rate

of return

Capital market indicates overall share price of listed companies where 147

companies were listed till the study period but commercial banks sector index

indicates share price of listed commercial banks only. In this section, the study has

described the relationship between market index and commercial index sector. The

data for the study has been taken from NEPSE annual report. To calculate annual

return, the study has been using opening and closing index, capital market annual

return and commercial banks sector index. Capital market annual return and

commercial banks index return over the study period has been presented in

Table 4.6

Table 4.6 Expected market return and commercial banks return on

common stock

Year Closing
NEPSE Index

Aggregate annual
return  of capital
market

Commercial
banks closing
index

Aggregate
annual return  of
Commercial
Banks(Rm)

1997/98 163.35 118.82

1998/99 216.35 0.33 219.04 0.84

1999/00 360.7 0.66 392.71 0.81

2000/01 348.43 0.03 384.04 0.03

2001/02 227.54 0.35 212.68 0.45

2002/03 204.86 -0.1 200.67 0.05

2003/04 222.04 0.08 231.97 0.16

2004/05 286.67 0.29 304.64 0.31

2005/06 386.63 0.35 437.49 0.84

2006/07 683.95 0.77 639.93 0.47

Total 2.76 3.96

Average 0.306666667 0.44
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In F/Y 2006/07, NEPSE index and commercial bank index have maximum value.

Both commercial banks sector and capital market return is negative in F/Y

2002/03. Commercial banks sector index has maximum in F/Y 2006/07 as well as

overall market index return is also maximum in same year. It is seemed that

overall market index is highly affected by the commercial banks index because

both sector has negative return in F/Y 2002/03 and there is significant increase in

there return of both index in F/Y 2006/07 and it reveals that there is high positive

correlation between the overall market return and the bank index return. It happens

due to the dominant transactions of the banking sector in the NEPSE. Commercial

banks index and overall market return index has been presented in figure 4.6.

Figure No. 4.6: Expected market return and commercial banks return

on common stock

4.1.4 Comparison between average rate of return on common stock and

required rate of return of commercial bank index in Nepal.

Capital asset pricing model (CAPM) has been used to evaluate required rate of

return of sampled banks which is given in research methodology 3.5.2.1. To

calculate required rate of return, average rate of return has been taken from table
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4.1.4 and excess return has calculated by using average required rate of return.

Risk free rate of return has been taken from NRB and given in Appendix 2. It is

average rate of Treasury bill of 364 days of past nine year’s rate of Treasury bills.

Average rate of return and required rate return over the study period has been

presented in table 4.7.

Table 4.7 Comparison between average rates of return and expected

rate of return on common stock of commercial banks

Banks Average rate of
return

Required rate of
return

Excess
return

Over and
Under

NABIL 0.5389 0.317146 0.2218 under priced
HBL 0.3779 0.274985 0.1029 under priced
NIB 0.3167 0.2696 0.0471 under priced
EBL 0.5867 0.3457 0.241 under priced

Table 4.7 exhibit annualized expected rate of return on stock of commercial banks.

It also exhibits required rate of return of commercial banks on stocks. The required

rate of return of NABIL, EBL, NIB and EBL is 0.31746, 0275, 0.27 and 0.3457

respectively. Average rate of return of NABIL bank has accessed by 22.18 percent

than its required rate of return. It implies that the common stock of this bank is

under priced. It means the bank has expected to earn a higher rate of return is

necessary to compensate and investor for the level of systematic risk he bears.

Similarly, excess average rate of return of HBL is 10.29 percent, so stock of this

bank is also under priced. NIB has also higher rate of average return over required

rate of return. So, both of bank’s stock are under priced.

4.1.5 Risk analysis

Previous analysis has only assessed return position of individual banks but in this

section, the study has analyzed risk position of individual commercial bank and its

comparative analysis. The study has mainly focused on standard deviation, beta
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coefficient, risk indicator (systematic and unsystematic risk) and relative

measurement of risk coefficient (coefficient variation). From the risk perspective,

standard deviation, variation, variation coefficient is calculated. Beta is used as

indicator to measure the relative risk of individual stock to market. In term of beta

when beta is negative, the movement of market (NEPSE) is negative.

4.1.5.1 Risk analysis of NABIL bank

Table 4.8 Risk analysis of NABIL

Indicators Results of NABIL Bank

Variance 0.3962

Standard deviation 0.6294

Beta coefficient 0.9891

Coefficient variation 1.1656

Systematic Risk 0.2056

Unsystematic Risk 0.1906

Average Rate of return 0.5389

Covariance 0.2079

Beta of NABIL is 0.9891. It reveals that the stock has positive correlation with

market i.e. NEPSE. As Beta of the stock is measured 0.9891, the positive changes

in NEPSE. If it will be one percent, the stock will have positive response by

0.9891 from the view point of volatility, the stock is less volatile than the market,

and the stocks therefore can be categorized as defensive stock. There is 62.94

percent chance of deviation around the average rate of return. It means there is

chance of variability in return by 62.94 percent. NABIL has minimized the

unsystematic risk by 19.06 percent only.

4.1.5.2 Risk analysis of HBL bank
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Risk analysis of HBL bank over the study period has been presented in Table 4.9

Table 4.9 Risk analysis of HBL

Indicators Results of HBL

Variance 0.1917

Standard deviation 0.4378

Beta coefficient 0.8281

Coefficient variation 1.1585

Systematic Risk 0.1741

Unsystematic Risk 0.0176

Average Rate of return 0.3779

Covariance 0.1741

Beta of HBL is 0.8281. It reveals that the stock has positive correlation with

market i.e. NEPSE. As Beta of the stock is measured 0.8281, the positive changes

in NEPSE. As Beta of the stock is measured 0.8281, the positive changes in

NEPSE. If it will be one percent, the stock will have positive response by 0.8281.

From the view point of volatility, the stock is less volatile than the market. The

stocks, therefore, can be categorized as defensive stock. There is 43.78 percent

deviation around the average rate of return. It means there is chance of variability

in return by 43.78 percent. HBL has the lowest diversifiable risk i.e. 0.0176. The

risk per unit return is 1.1585. It means an investor could hold 1.158 unit risks to

earn one unit of return.

4.1.5.3 Risk analysis of NIB

Risk analysis of NIB bank over the study period has been presented in Table 4.10
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Table 4.10 Risk analysis of NIB

Indicators Results of NIB

Variance 0.2173

Standard deviation 0.4662

Beta coefficient 0.8076

Coefficient variation 1.4719

Systematic Risk 0.1371

Unsystematic Risk 0.0802

Average Rate of return 0.3167

Covariance 0.1616

Beta of NIB is 0.8076. It reveals that the stock has positive correlation with market

i.e. NEPSE. As Beta of the stock is measured 0.8076, the positive changes in

NEPSE. If it will be one percent, the stock will have positive response by 0.8076.

From the view point of volatility, the stock is less volatile than the market. The

stocks therefore, can be categorized as defensive stock. There is 46.62 percent

deviation around the average rate of return. It means there is chance of variability

in return by 46.62 percent. NIB has the lowest diversifiable risk i.e. 0.0802. The

risk for per unit return is 1.4719.

4.1.5.4 Risk analysis of EBL

Risk analysis of EBL bank over the study period has been presented in Table 4.11
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Table 4.11 Risk analysis of EBL

Indicators Results of EBL

Variance 0.466

Standard deviation 0.6828

Beta coefficient 0.8076

Coefficient variation 1.1635

Systematic Risk 0.1371

Unsystematic Risk 0.0802

Average Rate of return 0.3162

Covariance 0.2308

Beta of EBL is 1.098. It reveals that the stock has highly positive correlation with

market i.e. NEPSE. As Beta of the stock is measured 1.098, the positive changes

in NEPSE. If it will be one percent, the stock will have positive response by 1.098.

From the view point of volatility, the stock is less volatile than the market. The

stocks therefore, can be categorized as defensive stock. There is 68.28 percent

deviation around the average rate of return. It means there is chance of variability

in return by 68.28 percent. EBL has the high diversifiable risk i.e. 0.2126. The

stock has to bear 1.1635 unit risk to earn per unit rate of return. It is lower than the

NIB.

4.1.6 Comparative analysis of four sampled banks

The section has mainly focused on comparative analysis of four commercial

banks. For the analysis, the data has been taken from the table 4.8 to 4.11.

Comparative analysis of four sampled banks over the study period has been

presented in table 4.12.

Table 4.12 Comparative analysis of four sampled banks
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Indicators EBL NIB HBL NABIL

Variance 0.466 0.2173 0.1917 0.3962

Standard deviation 0.6828 0.4662 0.4378 0.6294

Beta coefficient 0.8076 0.8076 0.8281 0.9891

Coefficient variation 1.1635 1.4719 1.1585 1.1656

Systematic Risk 0.1371 0.1371 0.1741 0.2056

Unsystematic Risk 0.0802 0.0802 0.0176 0.1906

Average Rate of return 0.3167 0.3167 0.3779 0.5389

Covariance 0.2308 0.1616 0.1741 0.2079

Table 4.12 has been presented overall risk indicators of all sampled banks. EBL

has the highest rate of r etur n of 58.67 percent with standard deviation of 68.28

percent. NIB has maintained the lowest expected rate of return i.e. 31.67 percent

with standard deviation of 0.4662. The expected rate of return of NABIL and HBL

is found 53.89 percent and 37.79 percent with standard deviation of 62.94 and

43.78 respectively. From this, it can be found that NIB has higher risk relative to

the return. As coefficient of variation reflects the risk for per unit return, EBL has

the lowest variance so that this bank has less risky. Contrast, NIB has the highest

coefficient variation. So, it has risk on its common stocks. Overall, EBL has

almost fifty-fifty portion diversifiable and un-diversifiable risk.

4.1.7 Correlation between risk and expected return

Correlation coefficient indicates the relationship between two or more variables. It

shows the relation between two variables either in positive and negative

dimension. The correlation coefficient has been analyzed in table 4.13.

Theoretically, when risk increases return also increases and vice-versa. For the

analysis, standard deviation and expected rate of return has been taken from

previous calculation. And it has been calculated by using Microsoft Excel
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Programme. Correlation between risk and expected return has been presented in

Table 4.13.

Table 4.13 Correlation between risk and expected return

Banks Expected return Standard
deviation

NABIL 0.5389 0.6294

HBL 0.3779 0.4378

NIB 0.3167 0.4662

EBL 0.5876 0.6828

Correlation coefficient between risk and return is 0.957421795 It has been

presented the correlation between standard deviation and expected rate of return in

table. The result shows that there is significant positive correlation between risk

and return. It indicates when risk increases then the return is also increases.

4.2 Data presentation and analysis based on primary data

This section deals with the analysis of risk and return on common stocks of

selected banks from the investors’ perspective. For this the required data has been

obtained from the primary source. The research has made ample efforts to explore

information about how investors’ are making decision for stock investment on

commercial bank from the perspective of risk and return factor. A structured

questionnaire was distributed to 60 investors asking to provide their views and

information on the point expressed in the question. Following section presents

analysis of investors’ views and information in the same order as they were asked

in the questionnaire.
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1. Investment made on the common stocks of commercial bank

As the all questionnaire has been distributed to those respondents who have

already made investment in common stock of commercial bank, 100% respondent

has opined that they have invested in the common stock.

2. Basis of investment

Investment on common stocks of commercial banks has been made based on a

number of means. This research has utilized this information on those variables

which motivates investors to invest common stocks of commercial banks. In this

research question following information from respondent has been obtained.

Figure 4.7

Figure 4.7 shows that, majority of the respondent (30%) stated that they consider

financial statement review while making investment decision. At the same time,

26.67 % respondent opined that friends’ advice is the base of their investment.

Some of the respondent (23.33%) told that whim and rumor was the key of their

investment. And remaining (20%) has mentioned that they have invested their

money based on the information obtained from market survey. It has made clear
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financial investment review has been a reliable base of the investment on common

stocks of commercial banks in Nepal.

3. Nature of investor

Investor may have different kinds of nature towards their investment. In order to

explore their nature they were asked what kind of investor they are by providing

five options. 30% respondent have presented as a risk seeker and 26.67% as a risk

averter. At the same time 23.33% are neutral between risk seeker and risk averter.

And remaining (20%) respondent has mentioned that they have no any idea about

it.

4. Consideration on return on the common stocks of commercial banks

The expected rate or return or holding period return is based upon the expected

cash receipts over the holding period and expected ending or selling price. So

every investor should consider the expected rate of return that can be earned from

their investment on common stocks. For this, research question is designed to

know whether the investor take return as decisional variable for their investment

or not. The result obtained from the respondents has been presented and illustrated

with the help of following figure.
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Figure no. 4.8

This pie chart presents the proportion of investors’ consideration on return on

common stocks of commercial banks while making investment. Majority of

respondents (73.33%) has considered return on common stock while

approximately one fourth (23.33%) respondents have reported that they has

ignored return involved in their investment. Remaining respondents (3.34%) has

expressed that they were not aware about return. To sum up, it is concluded that

most of investor also evaluate return factor while putting their money on shares.

5. Degree of consideration on return on common stock of commercial bank

while making investment

In this research question, respondents were asked to scale their consideration level

of return of stock. They were given scales i.e. high, medium and low. The result

obtained can be presented in the following bar diagram with detailed expansion.
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Figure 4.9

From this bar diagram, it is cleared that 50% investors have average level

consideration on return while 36.36% respondents put high value to return. A few

investors have minor consideration on it.

6. Consideration on risk on the common stocks of commercial banks

Risk is the variability of possible returns around the expected returns of an

investment. It is an essential factor to be considered while making investment on

common stock. There is no return without bearing risk in every investment. For

this, respondents were asked to put their responses whether they are aware about

risk or not. The result obtained can be portrayed with the following pie chart with

brief description.
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Figure 4.10

Figure 4.10 illustrates that 66.67% respondents were considered risk as major

variable for their investment decision. Likewise, roughly one fourth (23.33%)

respondents have no any consideration on risk. Remaining respondents (3.34%)

has no any idea about the risk. To conclude, risk has been taken as considerable

factor in making investment decision.

7. Degree of consideration on risk on common stock of commercial bank

while making investment

In this research question, respondents were asked to scale their consideration level

of risk on stock. They were given three scales i.e. high, medium and low. The

result obtained can be presented in the following bar diagram with detailed

expansion.
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From this bar diagram, it is cleared that 45.83% investors have average level

consideration on return. 33.34% of the respondents put high value to return. A few

investors (20.83%) have minor consideration on it. Comparatively, it is found that

more investors consider return than risk involved in their investment decision at

moderate level.

8. Nature of analysis for investment decision

Investment decision is a process where various analysis should be conducted to

construct a sound portfolio of investment in order to maximize return and

minimize risk. For this purpose, this research question has been developed to

obtain the information about the nature of analysis mentioning three options i.e.

financial analysis, market analysis and both. 26.67% of the total respondents have

been reported that they had conducted only financial analysis to measure the
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viability and profitability of their investment on stock through the banks’ financial

variables like risk and return calculation, dividend policy and market price per

share etc. This result shows Nepalese investors are not in the position to conduct

financial analysis to design better investment decision. Likewise, 30 % of the

respondents only conduct market analysis to measure the viability and profitability

of their investment on stock through analyzing the banks’ goodwill and image,

share market performance, market rumor and future expectation. Besides these,

maximum numbers (43.33%) of respondents have told that they had conducted

both analysis to derive more accurate decisional variable to make their investment

decision sound.

9. Priority assigned to the factors to be considered while conducting financial

analysis

For the further clarification of research question number 8, this research question

has been developed to prioritize the factors to be considered while conducting

financial analysis. They were given four different variables namely return factor,

risk factor, dividend policy and market price per share which were to be ranked in

a highest important to lowest important by assigning I to the highest important and

IV to the lowest important to those investors who have conducted financial

analysis. Referring to Appendix 12 and table for question number 9, it has been

found that investors have given highest ranking to return factor, they have given

second ranking to market price per share. Likewise, they have given third and

fourth to risk factor and dividend policy respectively. From this, it is observed that

most of the Nepalese investors have high consideration on return factor while

investing their money on the common stock of commercial banks based on the

financial analysis approach.
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10.  Priority assigned to the factors to be considered while conducting market

analysis

For the further clarification of research question number 8, this research question

has been developed to prioritize the factors to be considered while conducting

market analysis. They were given four different variables namely market rumor,

future expectation, goodwill and image of the commercial bank and share market

performance, which were to be ranked in a highest important to lowest importantly

assigning I to the highest important and IV to the lowest important to those

investors who have conducted financial analysis. Referring to Appendix 12 and

table for question number 10, it has been found that investors have given highest

ranking to goodwill and image of the commercial bank; they have given second

ranking to share market performance. Likewise, they have given third and fourth

to future expectation and market rumor respectively. Form this, it is observed that

most of the Nepalese investors have high consideration on goodwill and image of

the commercial bank while investing their money on the common stock of

commercial banks based on the market analysis approach.

11. Degree of awareness in Nepalese investors about risk and return

Finally, this research question has been asked to know whether the Nepalese

investors are aware adequately about the risk and return factor or not. As it is fact

that most of the Nepalese investors are investing their money in share knowingly

and unknowingly and this question try to find out the position of Nepalese

investors about the knowledge of risk and return. The result obtained from the

respondent has been presented in following pie chart.
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Figure 4.12

This figure shows that majority (50%) of prospective investors are treated as low

awareness about risk and return factors. 30% of the respondents reported that

Nepalese investors have adequate awareness about risk and return factors. And the

remaining (20%) have expressed that they have no any prediction about the

research question.

4.2.1 Major Findings of the study based on primary data

 Financial statement survey and friends advice are the base of investment on

common stocks of commercial banks in Nepal. At the same time, same

investors also make market survey to build on base for their investment.
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 Majority of investors are risk seekers who consider risk in their investment

on common stock but the consideration level is at the middle level rather

than high. Likewise, there are also some investors who consider return

factors and tend to avoid high risk and consider return at middle level.

 Most of the investors expressed that they have conducted both analysis. At

the same time some of investors have conducted only either financial

analysis or market analysis.

 Those who have conducted either financial analysis or both type of analysis

has ranked return factor in first priority and only than market price per

share, risk and dividend in second, third and fourth priority.

 Those who have conducted either market analysis or both type of analysis

has ranked goodwill and image of the banks in first priority and only than

share market performance, future expectation and market rumor in second,

third and fourth priority.

 Majority of investors agreed that most of the Nepalese investors have not

adequate awareness about risk and return factors.

4.2.2 Major Findings of the study based on secondary data

 Average rate of return of NABIL, HBL, NIB and EBL are 53.89%, 37.79%,

31.67% and 58.67% respectively. Among four sampled banks, EBL has the

highest rate of return and NIB has lowest return.

 In year 2000, all the sampled banks have negative annual return or no

return.

 Annual return of NABIL, HBL, NIB is -49 %, 25%, 14%, -31.2 %

respectively and in the same year NEPSE index movement is also negative

i.e. -0.03.

 Standard deviation of NABIL, HBL, NIB and EBL are 62.94, 43.78, 46.62

and 68.28 % respectively and Beta coefficient of NABIL, HBL, NIB and
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EBL are 0.9891, 0.8281, 0.8076 and 1.098 respectively. The standard

deviation of EBL is highest and HBL is lowest.

 Coefficient of variation of NABIL, HBL, NIB and EBL are 1.1656, 1.1585,

1.4714, and 1.1635 respectively. Coefficient of NABIL is highest and HBL

has lowest.

 According to CAPM theory, EBL has the highest required rate of return i.e.

34.57 % and NIB has lowest i.e. 26.96 % and the entire sampled bank are

under priced.

 Systematic risk of NABIL, HBL, NIB and EBL are 0.2056, 0.1441, 0.1371

and 0.2534 respectively. Similarly, risk of NABIL, HBL, NIB and EBL are

0.1906, 0.047, 0.0802 and 0.2126 respectively.

 The average rate of return and standard deviation of return are highly

positively correlated i.e. 0.957421795.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5. Introduction

An investor holds shares with an intention to earn money. Finance theory states

that in every, there is some risk associated with it. While an investment in share

has the prospects of earning good return, it also has a risk of loosing large amount

of equity. A stock market can be a risky place for investors if they fail to know

how to protect themselves from potential losses. So, this chapter explains the

overall analysis of this research study in a summarized way, draft a conclusion and

provide vital recommendation to the readers.

5.1 Summary

Risk and return analysis is the part of the business world. If there is no risk, there

is no return. Risk and return measures the performance on any corporate house. It

is the key factor in the financial sector and could be a good indicator to the

prospect who one to make investment on the securities of enterprises. For any

investment decision, investors want to the expected rate of return from the

investment and risk associated with in it. The economy is growing rapidly, which

forces the change in the variable of world economy in galloping manner. No

investors would like to make their investment in the risky asset which holds higher

risk and yield lower rate of return.

Banking sector is the most dynamic part of the economy which collects unused

funds and mobilizes it in needy sector. It is heart of trade, commerce and industry.

In Nepal joint venture and private sector bank has performed sound results than

the government sector bank because high skill management, efficiency and proper

risk management. Capital market plays vital role to develop the economic world.
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NEPSE in Nepal is the heart of capital market. Capital market has two wings i.e.

primary capital market and secondary capital market. Various companies'

securities are traded in such type of market. Most of the investor is least aware

about the risk and return factor associated in each investment. They make their

investment in hunches and their own intuition rather then calculating the expected

rate of return and comparing it market rate of return. The present study has been

analyzed the risk and return parameter of common stock investment. Common

stock is regarded most risky security and one of the major paper asset, traded in

security market. The major objective of this research study is to analyze the risk

and return of commercial banks in the context of Nepal especially focused in the

commercial banks listed in the NEPSE.

Four listed commercial banks in NEPSE have been taken as sample and their

individual risk and return were calculated and analyzed as whole to find out the

performance of each bank. While analyzing risk and return in brief review of

literature for the present study has been made and theoretical review and related

studies where fundamental concept has been prepared to facilitate the study more

accurate and effective. The study has also included research methodology to fulfill

the objective of the present study. To analyze the standard deviation, beta

coefficient, required rate of return, expected rate of return, coefficient variation

have been calculated on the basis of major finding. This research study has also

made a survey where a structured questionnaire has been filled up by 60

respondents and the result obtained from these primary data has been analyzed and

conclusion has been derived regarding the risk and return on common stock of

commercial banks from the investors' perspective. Based on the derived

conclusion a very useful recommendation has been made.
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5.2 Conclusions

Following conclusions from study has been drawn.

 While considering the systematic (un-diversified) risk of commercial

banks, NIB has the least systematic risk and EBL has the highest one

among the selected banks.

 When unsystematic (diversifiable) risk is considered it is be found that

HBL has lowest risk and EBL has the highest one.

 At the same time when total risk is considered, HBL is considered lowest

risky and EBL has the highest risk.

 Beta coefficient of EBL has the highest and NIB has the lowest. It shows

NIB is least risky and EBL is top most one among the selected banks.

 If relative risk measurement through coefficient variation is considered

then, NIB has the highest per unit of risk as measured by coefficient of

variation.

 Looking at only return factors, average return of EBL is the highest and that

of NIB is the lowest rate of return.

 According to CAPM approach, EBL has the highest required rate of return.

And NIB has the lowest one. All the sampled banks are under priced. So it

is concluded that it is advisable to purchase common stock of such

companies by the investors.

 When correlation with risk and return of the banks are observed, it is found

that return is highly correlated with risk and it proves that without bearing

risk there is less chance of earning return. In other words the risk is highly

related with the return.

 From the study it is found that none of the banks share price is rightly

determined as all the banks' average rate of return is more than the required
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rate of return for the investor. This brings the difference of market prices

from the intrinsic value.

 Financial statement review and friend advice are the main source of

inspiration for the Nepalese investors to make their investment decision on

common stocks of commercial bank in Nepal.

 Though some of the investors tend to bear risk as being the risk seeker but

the degree of risk consideration remain on average. Like wise most of the

investors also tend to avoid risk and value high to return as s decisional

factor. The degree of consideration on return is also on average.

 Most of the investors conduct market analysis and financial analysis

together. At the same time, a few investors conduct either of one analysis.

 When investors conduct financial analysis, return factor and market price

per share are the major inputs for further analysis.

 When investors conduct market analysis, goodwill and image of the

commercial bank as well as market performance are the major inputs for

further analysis.

 Most of the Nepalese investor is reported lack of adequate awareness on

risk and return involved in share investment in commercial bank.

5.3 Recommendations

Above conclusions have prescribed following recommendations.

 There is unrealistic relationship between required rate of return and

expected rate of return of sampled banks' securities. Excess return of banks

is more than 20 percent which may not be realistic. So, all the investors are

recommended to conduct technical analysis as well as fundamental analysis

to know the correct price of common stock. Technical analysis reveals

stock’s future performance based on the market price trend and investors’

future expectation.
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 The common stock returns of commercial banks are highly sensitive to

market. They are highly positively correlated to the market. So, market

should be further analyzed by the investors to balance the risk and return

properly.

 Generally, it is believed that higher the return, higher will be the risk.

Investment risks are better covered through a large and diversified

portfolio. Diversifying an investment is a way of reducing the risk. Here, all

the risky sampled banks are recommended to diversify their investment

policy in less risky securities.

 The result of correlation between risk and return is insignificant. The result

is unsatisfactory because the sample size of the study is too small and the

data for the study is used from annual report and website which may not be

sufficient so it is suggested that for the further researcher will recommend

including sufficient sample size.

 If investor is risk averter, it is recommended him or her to invest in NIB

and if investor is risk seeker, then suggested to invest in EBL.

 Nepalese investors are requested to develop an appropriate basis for their

investment on common stock as per the requirement. They are

recommended to invest their fund by performing multiple analyses.

 As risk and return are positively correlated they are requested to assess

these factors as a important and recommended to analyze these factors with

different financial tools and techniques.

 All investors are recommended to put adequate consideration on risk and

return factors while making investment on common stocks of commercial

banks. They are requested to follow not only a few factors like market price

per share, goodwill and image of commercial banks, dividend policy and

market rumor etc.
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Appendix 1

Commercial banks operating in Nepal
S.N. Names of banks Operating

date(OD)
Listing date

1 Nepal Bank Limited 11/15/1937
2 Rastriya Banijaya Bank 01/23/1966
3 NABIL Bank Ltd 16/07/1984 24/11/1985
4 Nepal Bangladesh Bank Ltd 05/06/1993 24/11/1995
5 Standard Chartered Bank Ltd 03/01/1993 04/07/1998
6 Himalayan Bank Ltd 18/03/1993 05/07/1993
7 Nepal SBI Bank Ltd 07/07/1993 17/03/1995
8 Nepal Investment Bank Ltd 27/02/1986 22/07/1986
9 Everest Bank Ltd 18/10/1994 07/04/1996

10 Bank of Kathmandu Ltd 12/03/1995 07/07/1997
11 Nepal Credit and Commerce Bank

Ltd
14/10/1996 13/06/2000

12 Limbini Bank Ltd 17/07/1996 10/11/2004
13 Nepal Industrial and Commerce

Bank Ltd
21/07/1998 31/01/2005

14 Kumari Bank Ltd 03/04/02001 29/07/2004
15 Laxmi Bank Ltd 03/04/2002 21/04/2004

Source: NEPSE and NRB

Appendix 2
Commercial bank index

Year NEPSE
index(closing)

Commercial bank
Index(closing)

Treasury Bills
Rates

1997/08 163.35 118.82 3.5037
1998/99 216.35 219.04 2.1222
1999/00 360.7 392.71 4.5812
2000/01 348.43 384.04 4.9535
2001/02 227.54 212.68 4.717
2002/03 204.86 200.67 3.4975
2003/04 222.04 231.97 3.7273
2004/05 286.67 304.64 4.2882
2005/06 386.63 437.49 4.3962
2006/07 683.95 639.93 4.7348

Source: Calculated using chapter on the basis of the data extracted from NEPSE
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and annual reports of sampled banks.

Appendix 3
NABIL Bank Ltd

Years Closing price
(Rs)

Opening
Price(Rs)

Cash
ividend(%)

Stock
dividend(%)

1997/98 430 - 30 -
1998/99 700 430 50 -
1999/00 1400 700 405 -
2000/01 1500 1400 40 25
2001/02 735 1500 20 -
2002/03 735 735 50 -
2003/04 1000 735 65 -
2004/05 1505 1000 70 -
2005/06 2240 1505 70 -
2006/07 5050 2240 85 -

Source: Calculated using chapter on the basis of the data extracted from NEPSE
and annual reports of sampled banks.

Appendix 4
Himalayan Bank Ltd

Years Closing price
(Rs)

Opening
price (Rs)

Cash
Dividend(%)

Stock
Dividend(%)

1997/98 755 - 503 60
1998/99 1000 755 300 25
1999/00 1700 1000 475 25
2000/01 1500 1700 475.5 30
2001/02 1000 1500 125 10
2002/03 836 1000 210.32 25
2003/04 840 836 30 -
2004/05 920 840 199.58 20
2005/06 1100 920 230.32 10
2006/07 1760 1100 118 5

Source: Calculated using chapter on the basis of the data extracted from NEPSE annual
reports of sampled banks.
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Appendix 5
Nepal Investment Bank Ltd

Years Closing price(Rs) Opening
price(Rs)

Cash
Dividend(%)

Stock
Dividend(%)

1997/98 600 - 50 -
1998/99 822 600 30 -
1999/00 1401 822 27.5 25
2000/01 1150 1401 - -
2001/02 760 1150 - 30
2002/03 795 760 20 -
2003/04 940 795 15 -
2004/05 800 940 125 -
2005/06 1260 800 12.5 -
2006/07 1729 1260 20 35

Source: Calculated using chapter on the basis of the data extracted from NEPSE annual
reports of sampled banks.

Appendix 6
Everest Bank Ltd

Years Closing price(Rs) Opening
price(Rs)

Cash
Dividend(%)

Stock
Dividend(%)

1997/98 184 - - -
1998/99 407 184 15 -
1999/00 980 407 - 20
2000/01 750 980 - -
2001/02 430 750 - 20
2002/03 445 430 20 -
2003/04 680 445 20 -
2004/05 870 680 20 -
2005/06 1379 870 - 20
2006/07 2430 1379 25 -

Source: Calculated using chapter on the basis of the data extracted from NEPSE
annual reports of sampled banks.
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Appendix 7
Calculation of standard deviation, variance, coefficient of variation and Beta

coefficient of NABIL Bank Ltd.

Year Rj Rm (Rj-Rj) (Rj-Rj)2 (Rj-Rj)x
(Rm-Rm)

(Rm-Rm) (Rm-Rm)2

1998/99 0.74 0.84 0.2 0.04 0.104 0.52 0.27
1999/00 1.58 0.81 1.04 1.0816 0.5096 0.49 0.24
2000/01 0.1 -0.03 -0.44 0.1936 0.154 -0.35 0.123
2001/02 -0.49 -0.45 -1.03 1.0609 0.7931 -0.77 0.59
2002/03 0.07 -0.05 -0.47 0.2209 0.1739 -0.37 0.137
2003/04 0.45 0.16 -0.09 0.0081 0.0144 -0.16 0.0256
2004/05 0.58 0.31 0.04 0.0016 -0.0004 -0.01 0.0001
2005/06 0.53 0.84 0.01 0.0001 0.0052 0.52 0.2704
2006/07 1.29 0.47 0.75 0.5625 0.1125 0.15 0.0225

total 4.85 2.9 3.1693 1.663 1.684
average 0.54 0.32

Source: Calculated using chapter on the basis of the data extracted from NEPSE annual
reports of sampled banks.

Appendix 8
Calculation of standard deviation, variance, coefficient of variation and Beta

coefficient of Himalayan Bank Ltd.

Year Rj Rm (Rj-Rj) (Rj-Rj)2 (Rj-Rj)x
(Rm-Rm)

(Rm-Rm) (Rm-Rm)2

1998/99 0.72 0.84 0.3421 0.1170 0.1779 0.52 0.27
1999/00 1.175 0.81 0.7971 0.6354 0.3906 0.49 0.24
2000/01 0.16 -0.03 -.2179 0.0475 0.0763 -0.35 0.123
2001/02 0.25 -0.45 -0.6279 0.3943 0.4835 -0.77 0.59
2002/03 0.046 -0.05 -0.3319 0.1102 0.1228 -0.37 0.137
2003/04 0.041 0.16 -0.3369 0.1135 0.0539 -0.16 0.0256
2004/05 0.356 0.31 -0.0219 0.0005 0.0002 -0.01 0.0001
2005/06 0.45 0.84 0.0721 0.0052 0.0375 0.52 0.2704
2006/07 0.71 0.47 0.3321 0.1103 0.0498 0.15 0.0225

total 3.4013 2.9 1.5338 1.3925 1.684
average 0.38 0.32

Source: Calculated using chapter on the basis of the data extracted from NEPSE annual
reports of sampled banks.

Appendix 9
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Calculation of standard deviation, variance, coefficient of variation and Beta
coefficient of Himalayan Bank Ltd.

Year
Rj Rm (Rj-Rj) (Rj-Rj) (Rj-Rj)x

(Rm-Rm)
(Rm-Rm) (Rm-Rm)

1998/99 0.42 0.84 01033 0.0107 0.0537 0.52 0.27
1999/00 1.16 0.81 0.8433 0.7112 0.4132 0.49 0.24
2000/01 -0.18 -0.03 -0.4967 0.2467 0.1738 -0.35 0.123
2001/02 -0.14 -0.45 -0.4567 0.2686 0.3517 -0.77 0.59
2002/03 0.07 -0.05 -0.2467 0.0609 0.0913 -0.37 0.137
2003/04 0.02 0.16 -0.2967 0.0880 0.0475 -0.16 0.0256
2004/05 -0.14 0.31 -0.1767 0.0312 0.0018 -0.01 0.0001
2005/06 0.49 0.84 0.2733 0.4747 0.1421 0.52 0.2704
2006/07 0.87 0.47 0.5533 0.3061 0.083 0.15 0.0225

total 2.8503 2.9 1.7381 1.3581 1.684
average 0.3167 0.32

Source: Calculated using chapter on the basis of the data extracted from NEPSE annual
reports of sampled banks.

Appendix 10
Calculation of standard deviation, variance, coefficient of variation and Beta

coefficient of Everest Bank Ltd.

Year Rj Rm (Rj-Rj) Rj-Rj)2 (Rj-Rj)x
(Rm-Rm)

(Rm-Rm) (Rm-Rm)2

1998/99 0.29 0.84 -0.2967 0.088 -0.1543 0.52 0.27
1999/00 1.889 0.81 1.3023 1.6960 0.6381 0.49 0.24
2000/01 -0.23 -0.03 -0.8167 0.6670 0.2858 -0.35 0.123
2001/02 -0.312 -0.45 -0.8987 0.8077 0.6920 -0.77 0.59
2002/03 0.08 -0.05 -0.0567 0.2567 0.1875 -0.37 0.137
2003/04 0.57 0.16 -0.0167 0.0003 0.0027 -0.16 0.0256
2004/05 0.31 0.31 -0.2767 0.0766 0.0028 -0.01 0.0001
2005/06 0.90 0.84 0.3133 0.0982 0.1629 0.52 0.2704
2006/07 0.78 0.47 0.1933 0.0374 1.0290 0.15 0.0225

total 5.2803 2.9 3.7278 1.8465 1.684
average 0.5867 0.32

Source: Calculated using chapter on the basis of the data extracted from NEPSE annual
reports of sampled banks.

Appendix 11
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A Survey on the risk and return on common stock from the investors’ perspective

Dear respondents,
I am collecting the data concerned with risk and return on common
stock from the investors’ perspective for the project work in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of MBS and it would be grant value of your help in this
project work, if you help by filling up the following questionnaires.

Name (optional); ………………………………
Position: ……………………………..
Experience: ……… years.
Institution: ……………………………….
Address: …………………………….

1. Have you invested in the common stock of commercial banks in Nepal? (Tick one)
a. Yes b. No

2. On what basis, you have made investment on common stocks of commercial banks?
(Tick one)
a. Friends advice ( )
b. Market survey (   )
c. Financial statement review (   )
d. Whim and rumor (   )

3. What kind of investor are you?
a. Risk seeker (   )
b. Risk averter (   )
c. Neither risk seeker nor risk averter (   )
d. Don’t know (   )

4. Do you consider return on common stocks of commercial banks while making
investment? (Tick one)
a. Yes b. No c. Don’t know

5. To what extent do you consider the return involved in investing on common stocks of
commercial banks? Please indicate on the following scale.
a. High b. Medium c. Low

6. Do you consider risk on common stock of commercial banks while making
investment? (Tick one)
a. Yes b. No c. Don’t know

7. To what extent do you consider the risk involved in investing on common stocks of
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Commercial banks? Please indicate on the following scale:
a. High b. Medium c. Low

8. What kind of analysis do you conduct for your investment decision? (Tick one)
a. Financial analysis b. Market analysis c. Both

9. If you conduct financial analysis which of following factors do you prioritize? (Rank
the following factor according to priority given) I for high priority ….. IV for low
Priority.
a. Return factor (    )
b. Risk factor (    )
c. Dividend policy (    )
d. Market price per share (    )

10. If you conduct market analysis which of following factors do you prioritize? (Rank
the following factor according to priority given) I for high priority……. IV for low
priority.
a. Market rumor (    )
b. Future expectation (    )
c. Goodwill and image of the commercial bank (    )
d. Share market performance (    )

11. Do you think that Nepalese investors are aware adequately about the risk and return
factors? (Tick one)
a. Yes b. No c.  Don’t know

Appendix 12

RESPONSE OBTAINED ON QUESTION NO.2
Options offered Response obtained Share on total response
Friends advice 16 26.67%
Market survey 12 20%
Financial statement review 18 30%
Whim and rumor 14 23.33%
Total 60 100%

RESPONSE OBTAINED ON QUESTION NO.3
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Options offered Response obtained Share on total response
Risk seeker 18 30%
Risk averter 16 26.67%
Neither risk seeker nor risk
averter

14 23.33%

Don’t know 12 20%
Total 60 100%

RESPONSE OBTAINED ON QUESTION NO.4

Options offered Response obtained Share on total response
Yes 44 73.33%
No 14 23.33%
Don’t know 2 3.34%
Total 60 100%

RESPONSE OBTAINED ON QUESTION NO.5
Options offered Response obtained Share on total response
High 16 36.36%
Medium 22 50%
Low 6 13.64%
Total 44 100%

RESPONSE OBTAINED ON QUESTION NO.6
Options offered Response obtained Share on total response
Yes 40 66.67%
No 14 23.33%
Don't know 6 10%
Total 60 100%

RESPONSE OBTAINED ON QUESTION NO.7
Options offered Response obtained Share on total response
High 16 33.34%
Medium 22 45.83%
Low 10 20.83%
Total 48 100%

RESPONSE OBTAINED ON QUESTION NO.8
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Options offered Response obtained Share on total response
Financial analysis 16 26.67%
Market analysis 18 30%
Both 26 43.33%
Total 60 100%

RESPONSE OBTAINED ON QUESTION NO.9
Research variable Ranking

I II III IV
Return factor 22 10 6 0
Risk factor 16 17 4 12
Dividend policy 0 6 10 18
Market price per share 12 19 11 10

RESPONSE OBTAINED ON QUESTION NO.10

Research variable Ranking

I II III IV
Market rumor 12 4 8 24
Future expectation 8 16 20 8
Goodwill and image of the
Commercial bank

16 8 12 8

Share market performance 12 18 4 4

RESPONSE OBTAINED ON QUESTION NO.11
Options offered Response obtained Share on total response
Yes 18 30%
No 30 50%
Don't know 12 20%
Total 60 100%

Appendix 13
Highlights of Reference Banks
Himalayan Bank Limited:-
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Himalayan bank limited was established in 1993 in collaboration with Habib bank
limited, Pakistan. It is the fourth joint venture bank in Nepal and it was listed in NEPSE
in 1993. The paid up capital of the bank in fiscal year 1995/96 was only Rs 120 million,
which is gradually reached up to Rs 634.50 million 2004/05. Himalayan bank has more
than 20 branches all over the Nepal.

Investment Bank Limited:
Nepal investment bank is the third joint venture bank of Nepal established in 1985 A.D.
It was joint venture with credit Argicole Indosuez, France but the share was transferred to
group of Nepalese business house in 2001 A.D. Since it no more belonged to Indosuez,
the mane also changed to Nepal Investment Bank Limited. Nepal Investment bank was
listed in NEPSE in 1987 A.D. Its paid up capital is Rs 587.74 million in fiscal year
2004/05. Nepal investment bank limited has more than 15 branches all over the Nepal.

Everest Bank Limited:
Everest bank limited was established in 1994 A.D. with the joint venture of Punjab
National Bank Limited, India. It was listed in NEPSE in 1996 A.D. Authorized, issued
and paid up capital of Everest bank limited are Rs 600 million, 466.80 million and Rs 455
million respectively. It has more than 20 branches all over the Nepal.


